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1.1. Final publishable summary report
Executive Summary
Climate change and the transition to a sustainable economy are prominent challenges for EU
policymakers. Indeed, the EU 20-20-20 targets and forthcoming directives mandate strict reductions
in both energy consumption and CO2 emissions. However, since nearly 40% of energy consumption
in the EU is by existing buildings, improved decision support is required to enable their owners and
managers to reduce energy consumption in a cost-effective way without affecting occupants’
comfort. While optimisation approaches have been adapted to the building level, their uptake by
decision makers has been limited by both the lack of real-world details in the underlying models and
the need for integration with sites’ ICT systems. Consequently, enhanced decision support and
appropriate business models for commercial transfer of such technologies are crucial to the EU.
Given this background, the objective of the EnRiMa project is to develop an ICT-enabled decision
support system (DSS) for owners and managers of public buildings for improving energy efficiency
and managing risk. EnRiMa goes beyond the state of the art by developing two DSS modules: one
for short-term operational analysis and another for long-term strategic advice. The former expands
the boundaries of modelling energy flows at the building level by treating the thermodynamics of
heating and cooling systems and incorporating the features of the building shell. These
considerations allow for the reduction of energy consumption for heating and cooling while keeping
internal temperatures within acceptable limits. Indeed, this is in contrast to the static set-point
temperatures employed by commercially available building energy management systems (BEMS).
Through an optimisation approach, our so-called smart BEMS illustrates that the reductions in
energy consumption may be considerable and are robust with respect to policy measures. For
example, numerical examples using data from two test buildings (one each in Austria and Spain)
indicate that energy consumed for heating may be reduced by up to 30% without the need for any
new investment. Together with extensive testing of the model’s underpinning thermodynamic
equations (at a laboratory facility) and state-of-the-art ICT integration with the test sites’ BEMS, the
operational module of our DSS was ready for deployment and validation. Effectively, the smart
BEMS provides an additional layer of decision-making intelligence that can sit on top of the existing
ICT system at buildings thanks to a graphical user interface (GUI). Via this GUI, the building
manager can avail of enhanced decision support. Likewise, the strategic module of our DSS went
beyond the existing state of the art by incorporating risk control for decision making under
uncertainty at the building level. Since investment and retrofit decisions are necessarily made in the
presence of stochastic energy prices and technology costs, a novel dual-level scenario generation tool
was devised for use by the strategic DSS module. Thus, it provides “what-if” analysis capability to
building owners who will increasingly need to improve the energy efficiency of their holdings in line
with forthcoming EU regulations. Moreover, they have the option to control risk, and numerical
analyses of our two test buildings show reductions in expected energy consumption of up to 35%.
Unlike most research projects, the EnRiMa effort not only went beyond the existing state of the art
by developing two optimisation models for the building level but also validated their performance
through ICT system integration with BEMS and commissioning energy audits. Indeed, through
independently sub-contracted energy auditors, we have been able to demonstrate that the operational
DSS module can reduce energy consumption by 8% relative to the static BEMS, while the strategic
DSS module can reduce expected energy consumption by 15% relative to the “do nothing” option.
Finally, we have parlayed these verified savings into a commercialisation strategy consisting of
information sessions, follow-on projects, and evaluation agreements in order to target stakeholders.
With funding secured for subsequent technology transfer and evaluation agreements from over thirty
potential DSS users, the EnRiMa project has made both substantial S&T and societal impact.
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Summary of Project Context and Objectives
The EnRiMa project has as its objective the development of a decision-support system (DSS) that
will enable managers and operators of public buildings to improve energy efficiency and manage
risk. Improving energy efficiency of public buildings is an important component of the EU’s strategy
to achieve its objective of a 20% reduction in baseline energy consumption by 2020. Indeed, since
new, more efficient buildings are likely to comprise a small share of the overall building stock,
existing buildings require decision support for both retrofit strategies and better operation of existing
energy technologies. Furthermore, future EU policy is likely to evolve in a way that promotes greater
roles for both producers and consumers of energy. Therefore, even operators of public buildings are
unlikely to continue behaving passively and will have to be more proactive in their decision making
in response to both reducing costs and managing risks.

Figure 1. EnRiMa DSS Functionality
The functionality of the EnRiMa DSS is illustrated in Figure 1 and includes:
 robust optimal strategies for deploying installed DG, CHP, and demand-side management
(DSM) in near real-time
 longer-term retrofit decisions for the building envelope
 management of operator risk via energy purchases and sales in hourly and monthly markets
 an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) that is seamlessly integrated with a user’s existing
ICT architecture in order to operate existing equipment subject to user requirements
 extensive tests at one laboratory facility and two buildings of public use in order to
demonstrate the viability of the DSS in terms of its integration with existing energy and ICT
systems
 cost-benefit analyses at two sites in order to quantify improvements in energy efficiency,
reductions in CO2 emissions, and enhanced risk management opportunities
 preliminary market analyses leading to the replicability and transferability of the DSS as well
as an exploitation plan
 dissemination of insights to operators, policymakers, and stakeholders in the building sector
via targeted campaigns involving the Website, conference, articles, and DSS prototypes
Given these policy contexts, the EnRiMa project develops a DSS to enable operators to control
energy flows in energy-efficient buildings and areas of public use, which will result in a holistic
solution for meeting their energy needs in a more efficient, less costly, and less CO2-intensive
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manner subject to comfort tolerances and long-term risk preferences. The functionality of the
EnRiMa DSS illustrated in Figure 1 was achieved through the following operational objectives:
O1
Modelling energy flows (met by WP 2 in Month 18)
We modelled the energy transfer between resources and loads for each relevant energy sub-system in
order to develop an adaptable Sankey diagram and energy transfer matrix. We used one laboratory
site and three buildings of public use to validate the generic model along with the impact of demand
shifting or reduction that is possible by parameterising loads on prices, weather, and user preferences
for comfort. The impact of equipment upgrades on energy efficiency improvement and cost
reduction was also estimated. Finally, external features of the building were considered, such as
lighting, blocking of sunlight and humidity via shading to offset cooling loads, and fresh-air
ventilation. The results provided a part of the symbolic model specification developed in WP 4.
O2
Scenario generation for electricity and fuel prices as well as energy loads (met by WP 3 in
Month 18)
We modelled energy prices and loads to use as part of the stochastic models within the DSS Engine.
Characteristics such as seasonality, short-term mean reversion, and weather fluctuations were
considered in generating short- and long-term price scenarios. By scenarios, we refer to a distribution
of random parameters and not just point estimates. Such forecasts are used for the stochastic
optimisation in Objective O3, where we want to find decisions that will be robust in all possible
futures, not just the most probable one.
O3
DSS Engine for integrated management of energy-efficient sites (met by WP 4 in Month 42)
Objective O3 is met with the final implementation of the DSS Engine as performed during the third
reporting period. The following functionality is provided by the running engine implementation:
 Structured data access that enables the user interface module to retrieve and store information
in the DSS database. This is provided via a set of data services.
 Store and retrieve the so-called model instances. Each instance is a coherent data set that is
used for a single optimisation.
 A scenario generation tool that allows the generation of scenario trees, representing future
scenarios, for example when it comes to energy prices.
 A solver for the strategic model of the DSS.
 A solver for the operational model of the DSS.
 Interfaces for interconnecting with external systems. This is provided via an import/export
service.
Note that the DSS contains two model parts – the operational and the strategic. The Operational
Model optimises the usage of on-site and purchased energy without the installation of any new
technologies. The inputs to the model are the properties of the building and installed equipment, as
well as desired indoor temperature ranges. The result is optimal indoor temperature set-points as well
as information about when to use which of the installed technologies in which amount. The model
provides decision support for the upcoming 24 hours. Via the engines implemented import/export
Web service the set-points can be transferred to a local building management system. As reported in
Deliverables D4.7 and D4.8, the final Engine implementation is capable of doing this in a fully
automated fashion. The Strategic Model optimises the long-term energy fulfilment through the use of
new technologies. The inputs to the model are the properties of the installed technologies as well as
those of future considered technologies. Furthermore, the model makes use of estimations of energy
price developments. The result is investment advice, in the form of which technologies to buy and
when to buy them. In addition to investment decisions, the model also returns optimal long-term
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contract selection for energy purchases. Hence, the model provides decision support for the
forthcoming 16 years.
O4
Customisable GUI to the DSS Engine that can be seamlessly integrated into a user’s existing
ICT architecture (met by WP 5 in Month 42)
As part of WPs 5 and 6, the DSS GUI has been developed and evaluated. The link with the existing
ICT infrastructure is done via the DSS Engine, which was developed in collaboration with WP 4.
The current implementation allows the system to read weather forecasts from external systems.
Furthermore, the implementation done during the third period allows the integration with a local
building’s management systems. The GUI is able to interact with the DSS Engine as developed in
WP 4. The interconnection with the Engine is implemented in the final GUI and allows the user to
store and retrieve information via the DSS Engine’s database. Based on the data received from the
DSS engine the GUI allows the user to visualise a building’s future energy consumption, investments
costs, and installation of technologies using a flexible set of graphs. Furthermore, the user can work
with and manage several data sets per building, thereby allowing the consideration of various
scenarios and investment options in parallel. The GUI contains extensive means for starting
optimisation instances and viewing the progress. The GUI is accessible using a Web browser, e.g.,
via desktop computers, tablets, and modern smart phones.
O5
Validation of the GUI-enabled DSS Engine and interface with each site’s ICT infrastructure
(met by WP 6 in Month 42)
During the second and third reporting periods, extensive tests of the DSS have been performed to
ensure its validity. For the validation, the two project test-sites and the laboratory site has been
utilised. The laboratory site (KUBIK) has been used to validate the symbolic model specification and
Engine developed in WP 4. This is reported on in Deliverable D4.8 (DSS Engine validation).
Furthermore, the local ICT infrastructure at KUBIK has been integrated with the DSS, thereby
allowing the systems installed at KUBIK to read set-point values from the DSS. The Pinkafeld test
site has been extensively used to validate the operational model and its integration with the local ICT
infrastructure. Pinkafeld has now a fully functional, automated, and integrated EnRiMa version
running. As described in Deliverable D4.8, the DSS has been sucessfully connected to the local
systems at the Pinkafeld site and executed in an “automatic mode”. This automatic mode means that
the system fetches weather forecasts, calculates optimal indoor temperature set-points, and sends
them to the local system that controls the indoor teemperature. This procedure can be easily
replicated at other sites. The FASAD test site has been utilised to verify the operational model as
well as to validate the use of the strategic model. The validation as described in Deliverable D4.8
contributes to Operational Objective O5. Taken together with the user evaluation of the DSS, as
reported in Deliverable D6.1, Operational Objective O5 is fully met.
O6
Recovery-of-investment analysis (met by WP 7 in Month 42)
In the third reporting period, we have met Operational Objective O6 by building upon the foundation
that was laid at the end of the second reporting period. Specifically, we have used the scenario
analysis to launch the recovery-of-investment analysis by first constructing an integrated operational
model to enable policy evaluation. This model was calibrated used available data from both test sites
and then run under likely future scenarios to provide insights about the viability of the DSS. We
showed the extent of the savings in both costs and energy consumption from using the DSS vis-à-vis
the conventional static BEMS installed at the test sites. Thus, the metrics mentioned in the DoW
were quantified to demonstrate how much more effective the DSS is relative to not only the
conventional BEMS but also many policy measures (Deliverable D7.1). Similarly, the strategic DSS
was refined and calibrated to data from the test sites to analyse the benefits from a long-term
investment and retrofit strategy. The novelty here was to allow for risk management and to
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implement it using a coherent risk measure, which could be assessed under various future policy
settings (Deliverable D7.3). The credibility of these metrics was then validated using energy audits,
which showed independent verification of the benefits of both the operational and strategic DSS
(Deliverable D7.2). Finally, the transferability of the DSS for commercial applications was promoted
using an exploitation plan encompassing a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT)
analysis, use cases, mechanisms for adoption, and tangible business plans (Deliverable D7.4).
O7
Dissemination and exploitation (met by WPs 7 and 8 in Month 42)
The results of Operational Objective O6 have provided preliminary market surveys for the DSS
based on audited results. Assuming 10% energy savings as per the audits, we used an epidemic
model to forecast the extent of DSS adoption by non-residential buildings in EU15 countries larger
than 1000 m2 constructed between 1975 and 1990. The rationale for this selection is that buildings of
older (newer) vintage will have already been refurbished (will be relatively energy efficient). Our
conservative estimate is that up to 20% of such buildings will adopt the DSS by the year 2025
(assuming the current levels of proactive EU and national programmes for energy-efficient
buildings). Using these figures as a conservative estimate of the size of the market for such a DSS,
we next devised a commercialisation strategy by scoping out mechanisms for exploitation and
matching the DSS modules and services with sectors of the market. First, we critically assessed each
type of product or service offering through the prism of the SWOT analysis. Doing so, we identified
inherent strengths and weaknesses of each offering and provided a means either to match them with
environmental opportunities to focus on market niches or to convert them into strengths. For
example, a possible weakness of the operational DSS module is that it requires detailed external
weather data for operation. This may seem daunting to building managers, which means that they
should be avoided as direct customers. Instead, the sector to target is either owners of real estate who
understand BEMS and may appreciate the additional layer of intelligence that the EnRiMa
operational DSS module provides using detailed data. Finally, we outline three exploitation
mechanisms: (i) holding DSS information events with relevant stakeholders to increase the outreach
effect; (ii) partnering with other EnRiMa consortium members or external organisations to bid for
follow-on commercialisation projects; and (iii) obtaining agreements from potential clients to serve
as DSS evaluators. This strategy for commercialisation is then mapped onto partner-led business
plans with tangible steps that are to be taken. In fact, many of these steps have already been initiated
during the course of the project, e.g., several stakeholder events to increase awareness, bids for two
follow-on projects, and evaluation agreements with over thirty potential users. With additional
activity planned for all three mechanisms, it is anticipated that within the next twelve months,
EnRiMa DSS modules will approach TRL 8 and lead to the opening of a market for ICT-based
solutions after the end of the project.
Together, the attainment of these operational objectives has enabled the EnRiMa project to provide
expected impact for society as outlined in the EeB’s PPP Objective EeB.ICT.2010.10-2a (ICT for
energy-efficient buildings and spaces of public use):
1. Contribution to the opening of a market for ICT-based customised solutions integrating
numerous products from different vendors and offering services from design of integrated
systems to the operation and maintenance phases
2. Establishment of a collaboration framework between the ICT and buildings and construction
sectors aimed at exploiting opportunities for the development of ICT-based systems in
compliance with the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
3. Radical reduction of energy consumption and CO2 emissions, in line with the policy framework
for facilitating the transition to an energy-efficient, low-carbon economy through ICT
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Main S&T Results and Foregrounds
WP 1: Requirement Analysis (HCE, CET, UCL, TECNALIA, IIASA, URJC, SU, and SINTEF)
In order to meet Operational Objective O1, it was necessary to collect information on the test sites,
laboratory site, and backup site about installed technologies and energy-flow balances. To be able to
validate the optimisation-based results and perform realistic analyses, accurate measured building data,
e.g., loads, should be used whenever possible. Therefore, the existing energy flows in the building as well
as the existing information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure have been analysed.
Since EnRiMa focuses especially on uncertainty in decision making for public buildings, we aim to
identify key uncertainties, properly represent them in the models, and assist decision makers in finding
solutions that are robust against the uncertainties. Finally, the investment and operational objectives of
building owner and building operator from an optimisation perspective need to be considered.
The main effort of WP 1 produced Deliverable D1.1, which included a detailed description of the sites,
assessing their needs and identifying their key uncertainties, and also covered the market and regulatory
conditions faced at each site. First, it explained the market and regulatory conditions in Austria and
Spain, the countries where the sites are located. Next, it described the sites, including:
 Geographic information


Meteorological data



Management information



Building information



Carbon emissions



Control room information (ICT infrastructure)



Key uncertainties

This provided the basis for subsequent EnRiMa activities and deliverables, especially those of WP 2
(Modelling Energy Flows), WP 3 (Scenario Generation Tool for Energy Prices and Loads), WP 4 (DSS
for Energy-Efficient Facilities under Uncertainty), and WP 6 (GUI and DSS Validation at Test Facilities).
For example, it was noted that some test sites have limitations regarding sensors or ICT infrastructure,
but this was true for the majority of the European building stock and, therefore, represented a good test
for the DSS to tackle these challenges.
At the moment, for none of the test sites was CO2 emissions control is necessary as there are no laws in
force where public buildings are considered. With increasing importance of reducing CO2 emissions this
could take place in the near future. Therefore, EnRiMa should be able to deal with CO2 regulations for
public building.
Risk management was implemented at none of the test sites at the moment. With an estimated need of
CO2 regulations or TOU tariffs for some kind of energy the importance of risk management will increase.
Therefore, the EnRiMa DSS should be able to consider risk management strategies. In particular, the
EnRiMa DSS should consider aspects such as risk measures and financial instruments for strategic
decision making. We next summarise each site’s characteristics.

FASAD (test site)
The key findings for La Arboleya-FASAD (Fundación Asturiana de Atención y Protección a Personas
con Discapacidades y/o Dependencias), a centre for handicapped people located in Siero, Spain, were as
follows:
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There is great potential in Spain and the rest of Europe for building renovation, so a DSS with a
planning module, i.e., enabling analysis of retrofits, new technology adoption, and other
infrastructure upgrades, will be welcomed by the management.
Properly designed, the planning module should improve the effectiveness of the operational DSS
by assessing new efforts in deploying building automation to cope with the lack of data.
Future policy on energy efficiency may impose constraints and thresholds, which the DSS could
help decision makers to analyse.
In the current financial situation, balancing occupant comfort and costs is the common approach
of owners and users.
Modelling is necessary to assess the effectiveness of investment decisions in the absence of
proper feedback information.
At this point no fully integrated building automation system is available. Only the heating system
can be monitored and controlled.
Lack of accurate building performance data is an obstacle and building simulation has to be
applied to fully take advantage of all features provided by the operational module of a DSS.
Lack of knowledge and maintenance resources requires a DSS.
The short-term key uncertainty identified at FASAD is the weather, since it determines the
heating demand of the building.
The long-term key uncertainties are the variations in electricity and natural gas prices, and in
feed-in tariffs (FiT).

Pinkafeld (test site)
Key findings and boundaries for the University for Applied Science of Burgenland (UASB,
“Fachhochschul-Studiengänge Burgenland“) Pinkafeld Campus, located in Pinkafeld, Austria, were
as follows:
 The long-term key uncertainty is the development of the energy prices. The introduction of a
time-of-use tariff will change the long-term perspective as well.
 The main interest of the Pinkafeld Campus management is in minimising energy costs.
Minimisation of CO2 emissions does not play a major role for Pinkafeld’s management and
illustrates the importance for a DSS that shows CO2 reductions and its benefits. The EnRiMa
consortium considered it to show sensitivity results.
 The building was renovated in 2002 and, therefore, the building shell and window quality is
good, i.e., the U-value (heat transfer coefficient) for windows is around 1.34 W/m2K and for
walls around 0.31 W/m2K. The heat transfer coefficient is an indicator for the energy losses
of a building. A low U-value is better for the thermal building shell. U-values around 1.50
W/m2K for windows and around 0.25 W/m2K for walls are common for low-consumption
houses. A building quality upgrade is not very likely.
 At the moment, only a 1.28 kWp photovoltaic (PV) system (in terms of on-site generation) is
available at the Pinkafeld Campus.
 The district heating system works without known problems.
 Since it is not possible to collect hourly data for some loads, a simulation approach has to be
used for the hourly heating, cooling, and electricity loads. Furthermore, the limited number of
sensors does not allow collection of data in all parts of the building. However, there are
sufficient data to compare simulation data with historic metered data.
 The facility management at Pinkafeld Campus aimed for optimisation possibilities to reduce
energy costs by having the same or even better comfort conditions within the building. It was,
thus, planned to collect historic data through an automated system and to provide it to load
forecasters implemented or attached to the EnRiMa DSS. However, an automated
implementation of the optimisation results wass not desirable since the Pinkafeld Campus
management prefers to retain control over final decisions. Thus, the EnRiMa results were
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presented to Pinkafeld Campus in an automated way, e.g., Web-interface, and the Pinkafeld
Campus management will decide about the ultimate implementation. However, full ICT
integration at Pinkafeld was demonstrated from a technical perspective within EnRiMa.
The energy consumed by the Pinkafeld Campus emits 0.0 kg/kWhel and 0.03 kg/kWhth CO2
on an average basis (according to the information from the supplier). This also might
contribute to the misperception that CO2 reduction is not important at Pinkafeld. However,
for Distributed Energy Resources (DER) always the marginal CO2 emissions from the grid
are important for comparisons since DER always influences the marginal power plant and the
marginal CO2 emissions can be very high depending on the time of the day and marginal
power plant used in the system
Currently, neither FiT nor time-of-use (TOU) tariffs are in use at the Pinkafeld Campus.
The short-term key uncertainties are the weather since the solar irradiation and the ambient
temperature have big influence to the heating and cooling load of the building and the
occupancy since it is very difficult to estimate the amount of students which are attending the
classes in the next days.

KUBIK (laboratory site)
 The primary use of KUBIK, located in Bizkaia, Spain, in the project was to have the
possibility to check the EnRiMa DSS within a laboratory facility against a lot of different
setups very easily. This capability enabled us to identify any problems and to check the
robustness of the model early on prior to implementation at the test sites.
 Regarding the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) system operations, the
validity of the cost effectiveness or CO2 minimisation functions were be evaluated. The
decision variables were implemented for testing in KUBIK's rooms and infrastructure (air
handling units).
 From the primary energy provision, the heating sources, that is, the boiler, the microcogeneration unit and the hot water storage tank, and the cooling sources, chillers, could also
be controlled in the desired way,. For instance, for cost minimisation under certain load
supply conditions. If needed, KUBIK can be connected to the TECNALIA's microgrid in
order to test electric supply from either islanded or connected electrical microgrid. The
electric storage management and buffering analysis for integrating difficult to forecast
renewables production and loads could also be tested.
ENERGYbase (backup site)
The primary reason for using ENERGYbase within EnRiMa is that it has a lot of measuring
equipment in place and is a state-of-the-art low energy/passive office building, which will challenge
the EnRiMa DSS in a good way. Also, it can be used for testing the mathematical model and energy
flows from WP 2. Key findings and boundaries for the office building ENERGYbase, located in
Vienna, Austria, are as follows:
 The building automation and visualisation is based on the DESIGOTM INSIGHT system
from Siemens. Additionally, a data processing unit (Advanced Data Processing, ADP) for
data storage and processing is used. Altogether, data of 444 sensors is stored by the
monitoring system. That corresponds to approximately 80% of the building load.
 The owner of the building is the Vienna Business Agency (Wirtschaftsagentur Wien).
Siemens is responsible for the management of the building automation. Siemens uses the
building to test and monitor the building automation.
 The primary goal of the existing building automation is to maximise the user comfort with
minimum costs. The reduction of CO2 was not a main goal at this point for ENERGYbase
management.
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Due to confidentiality issues, there is no detailed information about annual energy costs and
tariff structures available.
The cost and CO2 emission reduction potential might be limited due to the applied passive
house approach at ENERGYbase.
The biggest asset of the ENERGYbase within the EnRiMa project is the DESIGOTM
INSIGHT system from Siemens, which collects an enormous amount of data, thereby
permitting model calibrations in WP 2 (D2.2).
The short-term key uncertainties are the weather since the solar irradiation and the ambient
temperature have big influence to the heating and cooling load of the building and the
occupancy since it is very difficult to estimate the amount of students which are attending the
classes in the next days.
A long-term key uncertainty is not given as the energy costs are very low.

WP 2: Modelling Energy Flows (UCL, CET, IIASA, SINTEF, TECNALIA, and HCE)
In the context of Operational Objective O1, the existing state of the art in modelling energy flows
was to match energy resources with loads. The project’s enhancement to the state of the art was
twofold: (i) incorporation of the impact of building retrofits on energy flows and (ii) automation of
procedure for calculating energy transfer efficiencies. The former innovation was used in the
subsequent DSS Engine in order to allow the consideration of changes to the building envelope,
while the latter enabled generation of stochastic energy transfer matrices. These developments were
attained in WP 2 as part of Deliverables D2.1 and D2.2.
First, WP 2 used the information collected in Deliverable D1.1 in order to create Sankey diagrams
and energy-balance constraints that link the resources and loads at the test sites. This led to the
achievement of Operational Objective O1 in Month 18 as scheduled. In particular, Tasks 2.1 and 2.2
identified the points at each site in which one form of energy is converted to another and described
the transformation via Sankey diagrams. These visual tools illustrate the way in which resources may
be deployed to meet various loads and assist in the calculation of energy-transfer efficiencies (see
example for Pinkafeld in Figure 2 or KUBIK in Figure 3). In fact, Deliverable D2.1 went further than
this in formulating preliminary energy-balance constraints, which were subsequently enhanced in
Deliverable D2.2. Specifically, such Sankey diagrams were developed not only for current site
configurations at both test sites (FASAD and Pinkafeld) as well as the backup site (ENERGYbase)
but also for future site configurations, e.g., with alternative technologies such as storage. The energyflow balances were calculated for each site using the energy-balance equations and data collected
from Deliverable D1.1.
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Figure 2. Sankey Diagram for Pinkafeld in 2006

Figure 3. Sankey Diagram for KUBIK in 2012
Next, in Deliverable D2.2, a flexible approach to modelling the flow of energy within a site was
developed that allowed seamless addition of new technologies and processes. The resulting energybalance constraints were used in optimisation problems solved by both the strategic and operational
DSS modules, e.g., in WP 4. Thus, we formulated both upper- and lower-level energy-balance
constraints and illustrated how each set may be implemented for our two test sites. For the upperlevel ones, we checked their logic by using the energy-transfer efficiencies, while for the lower-level
ones, we implemented part of the operational optimisation to be used for the DSS. Consequently, we
ended up with two DSS modules (Figure 4): an upper-level one comprising long-term decisions
about investment and retrofit under uncertainty and a lower-level one focusing on short-term
decisions about equipment dispatch and set-point temperatures on heating and cooling resources
given the thermodynamic effects of the building’s shell and external conditions. As a result,
11

Deliverable D2.2 provided not only energy-efficiency transfer calculation procedures (see sample
Sankey diagrams at http://www.enrima-project.eu/dss/sankey-diagrams) and energy-balance
constraints for the symbolic model specification (see Figure 5 for Pinkafeld) but also produced
preliminary results that showed how energy savings of up to 10% at Pinkafeld (and 20% at FASAD)
may be achieved simply by operating existing heating and cooling systems more effectively. Indeed,
unlike existing optimisation methods addressing energy efficiency at the building level, ours
determines endogenously the set-point temperatures within a range specified by the user (Figure 6).
Relative to the traditional static method for setting temperatures, our so-called smart building energy
management system (BEMS) delivers substantial cost and energy savings because of its ability to
adapt to conditions, e.g., external temperatures, solar gains, internal loads, etc. More details are
provided in the deliverable, part of which has been presented at international conferences and
ultimately published in the Journal of Energy Engineering. Hence, the following progress beyond the
state-of-the-art research was made in meeting Operational Objective O1: incorporation of retrofits
and passive measures in energy-balance constraints, automated procedure for calculating energytransfer efficiencies (Figure 7), a flexible approach for modelling energy balances, and incorporation
of building physics and heating/cooling system thermodynamics for a richer operational optimisation
model.

Figure 4. EnRiMa DSS Schema
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Figure 5. Pinkafeld's Schema of Upper-Level Energy Flows

Figure 6. Pinkafeld's Optimal Zonal Temperature Settings for a Typical Winter Day
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Figure 7. Sequence of Actions to Generate Automated Sankey Diagrams
Overall, the results of WP 2 demonstrated an enhancement to the current state-of-the-art research in
terms of modelling energy flows in buildings. This is because the existing optimisation approach is
combined with lower-level details about building physics and equipment thermodynamics. In
particular, the standard optimisation approach for energy management in buildings assumes that
loads are either known or their probability distributions are specified. We believe that this neglects
the fact that most building occupants are concerned about comfort, e.g., temperature ranges, as a
requirement rather than energy consumption per se. Thus, we have lower-level energy-balance
constraints that indicate the acceptable zone temperature range, the change in the zone temperature
due to heating or cooling sources, and the operations of heating and cooling equipment. Besides just
formulating these lower-level energy-balance constraints, we proceed to implement them as part of
an optimisation using data from our test sites. We obtained preliminary results for a partial
operational optimisation that indicates that more effective use of heating and cooling equipment
could lead to reduction in energy consumption by 10% at Pinkafeld and over 20% at FASAD. This
was an important step in the development of the DSS and an enhancement to the existing state-ofthe-art research in this area with the symbolic model specification used subsequently in the stochastic
optimisation implementation of WP 4 and for the integrated operational model of WP 7.
WP 3: Scenario Generation Tool for Energy Prices and Loads (SINTEF, SU, IIASA, URJC, UCL,
and HCE)
The main goal of WP 3 was to develop a scenario-generation tool for use in the later work packages
and thus meet the Operational Objective O2. This has been successfully achieved. The tool is needed
by the stochastic-optimisation models developed in WP 4, since they use a stochastic-programming
approach requiring all the stochastic parameters of the model to be represented in the form of
discretised stochastic processes, usually referred to as scenarios.
The first step of the process was identifying the important uncertainties affecting the management of
energy consumption in public buildings. This meant studying the effect of both short-term
uncertainties (such as energy prices) and long-term uncertainties, including technological progress
and developments in fossil-fuel markets. This resulted in the paper “Drivers, trends, and uncertainty
in long-term price projections for energy management in public buildings,” published in Energy
Policy, volume 62, pp. 661-624, 2013.
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Once we had decided which uncertain factor to focus on, the next step was to gather the data, analyse
them, and then develop a matching scenario-generation tool. Since the operational and strategic
optimisation models, developed in the later work packages, have different requirements and
structures, we have created two scenario-generation tools, one for each model. However, both tools
are built using the same framework and thus share many of the core components.
For the operational model, we have performed a time-series analysis of energy prices in Spain and
Austria, resulting in a SARMA-GARCH statistical model that captures both short-term uncertainties
and seasonal patterns. This work is documented in Deliverable D3.1. The model can then be used as
an input for the scenario-generation tool, which in turn generates scenarios in the format required by
the operational model.

Figure 8. Dual-Level Scenario Tree
The strategic model presented an additional challenge due to its balancing of strategic and
operational objectives. To overcome this, we have developed a stochastic model with a novel multihorizon structure, where the operational stages are “embedded” in the strategic ones – see Figure 8
above. This way, the model remains computationally tractable for model sizes that would be
unsolvable using the standard model structure, thus satisfying the “progress beyond the state-of-theart” requirements of the Operational Objective O2. This work has been published under the title
“Multi-horizon Stochastic Programming” in Computational Management Science, volume 11 (1-2),
pp. 179-193, 2014. Furthermore, we are currently in the process of writing another paper about the
new structure, this time focusing on its wider applicability in the context of complex infrastructureinvestment decisions.
Finally, we have developed a tool for generating scenarios with the new multi-horizon structure.
This, together with the two already mentioned publications, resulted in Deliverable 3.2 and,
consequently, in fulfilling all the goals of the work package. However, the development of the
scenario-generation tool continued throughout the rest of the project, as we had to co-ordinate its
input/output routines with the developments of the DSS Engine (WP 4), optimisation models (WP 4),
and user interface (WP 5). In addition, we continued work on improving the performance and
stability of the tool as well as addressing issues uncovered during the systems use in WPs 6 and 7. In
particular, we have replaced the core generating component based on moment matching with a
newly-developed one based on copulas, as the former could not cope with the required input
specifications. Hence, the scenario-generation tool from WP 3 met the requirements of Operational
Objective O2 from the DoW and provided a crucial platform for the subsequent modelling and
integration work in the project.
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WP 4: DSS for Energy-Efficient Facilities under Uncertainty (SU, IIASA, URJC, SINTEF, UCL,
HCE, and TECNALIA)
WP 4 integrates the results of WPs 1, 2, and 3 into a model-based DSS Engine that is used through
the GUI developed in WP 5 and used in WP 6. The tasks in this WP contributed to Operational
Objective O3. The work with the DSS engine has been a collaborative effort among the partners, in
particular there has been a close collaboration in order to integrate the software modules that
constitute the DSS Engine. At the start of the project the work in WP4 focused on requirements
analysis (D4.1) and the formulation of a model specification (D4.2). These activities feed into the
creation of the DSS Engine. The DSS Engine constituents (Figure 9) are a DSS Kernel (D4.4, D4.7)
and Solver Managers (D4.3, D4.6). Furthermore the DSS Engine contains a data import/export
service (D4.7), and the Scenario Generator as implemented in WP 3 (D3.2). The DSS Engine has
been thoroughly validated and tested (D4.5, D4.8). In the following, each of the above results
(requirements, symbolic model specification, solver implementation, kernel implementation,
validation) is summarised.

Figure 9. Overview of the DSS Architecture

The requirements analysis (D4.1) paved the way to the understanding and documentation of the
decision-making environment, actors and processes that the DSS should support and the
requirements the DSS should meet. First, we provided extensive characteristics of the public space
buildings that implicitly define a class of buildings for which the DSS will be developed, and that
will serve as test sites for the DSS. Subsequently, we characterised the requirements for data and
integration with the existing information infrastructure of the sites as well summarised the general
functional and non-functional requirements for the DSS. The requirements analysis fed into the
subsequent development tasks.
The formulation of a Symbolic Model Specification (SMS, D4.2) was an essential part for the
implementation of the DSS Engine. The Symbolic Model Specification defines the mathematical
representation of the stochastic model of all relevant energy subsystems and their interactions, which
is a core part of the DSS Engine. This mathematical representation is composed of variables,
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parameters, and relations between them. In mathematical modelling, indices and sets are used to
symbolise algebraically individual items (variables and parameters) in the model. In particular, two
different models have been developed: strategic and operational. The EnRiMa models go beyond the
state-of-the-art as they take into account uncertainties in prices and loads, which is a novel feature at
the building level. Furthermore, the models provide the user with the capability to manage risk,
pollutants emissions, and energy efficiency directly along with reducing costs, and Conditional
Value-at-Risk (CVaR) constraints. This is done by solving the models within a stochastic
programming framework as implemented in the Solver Manager software component described
below.
The creation of a DSS Kernel software component (D4.4, D4.7) was done based on the requirements
analysed during the initial phase of the project and the previously described SMS. The kernel is a
typical server-side software component that does not have a graphical user interface. It functions as a
manager handling requests, data storage, and other management tasks for the other modules in the
system. To offer this functionality, the kernel consists of several software modules that provide
application programming interfaces (APIs) for the other software modules in the system. The
following functionality is provided by the kernel implementation:






Structured data access that enables the user interface module to retrieve and store information
in the DSS database. This is provided via a set of data services.
Interfaces for running the scenario generator tool and solver. This is provided via proxies.
Handle user authentication and preferences. This is provided via the data services.
Store and retrieve so-called model instances. Each instance is a coherent data set that is used
for a single optimisation.
Interfaces for interconnecting with external systems. This is provided via an import/export
service.

The kernel implementation contributes to the fulfilment of Operational Objectives O3 and O4 of the
EnRiMa project. Operational Objective O3 (DSS Engine for integrated management of energyefficient sites) is met by the aforementioned implemented core functionality of the kernel. The
implementation as described in this deliverable also contributes to objective O4 (Customisable GUI
to the DSS Engine that can be seamlessly integrated into a user’s existing ICT architecture) by
implementing means for communicating with external systems, this is further described below. The
kernel and the functionalities, taken together with the other parts of the DSS engine and the GUI,
finalise Operational Objectives O3 and O4.
The creation of data import/export service contributed to the successful integration with the
Pinkafeld test site and the KUBIK laboratory site. The import/export service module is responsible
for communicating with external data sources and converting relevant data into a format suitable for
storage by the kernel. Two types of external sources are implemented in the project: building
management system (BMS) and weather forecasting services. The building management systems
connected to the DSS get access to temperature set-points as calculated by the DSS. These set-points
are calculated by the DSS solver so that the energy use is minimised. In order for the calculations to
be performed, the DSS needs to fetch a weather forecast from external services. This interconnection
is provided via the data import/export service. This service for the communication is designed and
available for two test sites and general enough for other buildings. It can easily be reprogrammed for
other sites assuming similar set-ups as at the Spanish and Austrian test sites used in the EnRiMa
project. By using the service, it is thus possible to integrate the EnRiMa DSS with a modern BEMS.
A world-wide weather forecasting service is already fully integrated. The import/export service
contributes to Operational Objective O4 by the implementation of means for communicating with
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external systems, thereby enabling ICT integration. The design and implementation of a solver
manager for stochastic optimisation (D4.3, D4.6) was instrumental in allowing the DSS to execute
stochastic optimisations. The solver manager uses stochastic optimisation to implement the
previously described SMS. The SMS has been implemented in a software component entitled
“Solver Manager” (SM). The SM not only “solves stochastic optimisation tasks” but also manages
input and output data and interacts with the rest of the DSS components. Thus, the solver manager is
capable of solving instances using data provided by the other modules as well as returning the
solution in an integrated manner. Finally, the solver manager communicates with the DSS Kernel for
both input and output data, thereby gathering the scenario generation tool output and GUI data in
order to generate the instances for the stochastic model.
The validation and test of the DSS Engine (D4.4, D4.8) showed its viability. The validation has been
performed by the means of assessment forms and verified by test cases. The validation was
emphasising the consistency between the model and the business objectives of the EnRiMa DSS. The
verification using test cases focus on the engine’s ability to perform optimisation scenarios, including
the communication with external systems. Furthermore, the operational part’s capability to model
the short-term building behaviour has been verified by extensive tests at the KUBIK laboratory site
(Figure 10) and the Pinkafeld test site. The system has also been evaluated from a user perspective as
a part of WP 6 as reported on in Deliverable D6.3 (Final GUI Implementation and Evaluation).
Moreover, the system has been used within the project to calculate the return of investment as a part
of WP 7. The validation of the models shows that the engine is consistent with both short-term
operational objectives and the configuration possibilities of the sites as well as in the pursuit of the
strategic, long-term objectives including non-financial objectives such as reducing emissions.
Verification using test cases demonstrated the engine’s ability to perform end-to-end optimisations
including the communication with external systems. The verification at the KUBIK laboratory site
shows that the operational model specification is valid. The validation as described in D4.4 and D4.8
contributed to Operational Objective O5 (Validation of the GUI-enabled DSS Engine and interface
with each site’s ICT infrastructure). Taken together with the user evaluation of the DSS, as reported
in Deliverable D6.1, Operational Objective O5 is fully met.
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Figure 10. Integration Architecture Schema for KUBIK BEMS and Weather Forecast Service
in EnRiMa
WP 5: Seamless GUI for DSS and Installation at Laboratory Facility (SU, CET, SINTEF, HCE, and
TECNALIA)
The focus of WP 5 has been the design and implementation of a Graphical User Interface (GUI). A
user interacts with the Web-based GUI in order to run the DSS. To structure the work with the DSS,
a specification of services and tools was done and documented in Deliverables D5.1 and D5.3. This
specification outlined the tools and frameworks to use for the whole DSS implementation. While the
DSS engine was implemented as part of WP 4, the GUI was implemented as part of WPs 5 and 6.
The software component as well as the user-visible structure (screens) of the GUI was subsequently
implemented (D5.2, D6.1) and evaluated (D6.1). As a part of WP5 the DSS was also tested at the
laboratory site, this is reported on together with the DSS Engine validation done in WP 4 (D4.8). The
link with the existing ICT infrastructure is done via the DSS Engine, which was developed in
collaboration with WP 4. In the following the main results (specification, GUI implementation, and
evaluation) are further detailed.
The specification of services and tools led to the overall architectural design of the DSS (D5.1,
D5.3). The architecture describes the main software modules of the DSS and their relations.
Furthermore, the type of interface provided by each module was specified as well as the tools used in
their construction. From a user perspective the system was designed to be a highly interactive web
application that can be used via a web browser, for example, using a desktop computer, tablet or a
modern smartphone. The user interface allows the integration of graph tools, such as Vaadin Charts
along with other tools for displaying information. The overall information integrity and optimization
algorithms where designed to be handled by the DSS Engine. The system technical design
specification details how the system modules interact in order to fulfil the business requirements. The
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interactions are described in the form of communication protocols, for the interconnection of
modules, and step-by-step descriptions of the types of interactions that the system handles. The final
specification for services and tools (D5.3) is intended as the software documentation for the
implemented DSS.
The iterative implementation of the GUI resulted in a GUI fully integrated with the DSS Engine and
via the locally installed building management system. The graphical user interface that has been
implemented allows the user to interact with the system via a web browser. In essence, the user
enters parameters (see example Figure 11), runs the optimisation (see example in Figure 12), and
views the results (see example in Figure 13).

Figure 11. Example of a Screen for Entering Parameters
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Figure 12. Example of a Screen for Running an Optimisation

Figure 13. Example of a Screen for Reviewing Results
The user interface contains the following functionality:


Screens for the operational optimisation model (about 15 screens), for example, enabling the
user to set energy demands and energy prices on an hourly basis for a given 24-hour period.
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Screens for the strategic optimisation model (about 40 screens), for example, enabling the
user to configure the current and future technologies as well as to handle the configuration of
long-term energy prices.
 The display of result graphs for the operational and strategic models.
 User handling, in the form of login screen, building selection per user, and authentication via
the DSS’s kernel module.
 User guidance, in the form of an on-line user manual, on-line descriptions of the screens, and
an on-line Quick Start Guide.
To ahieve this functionality the GUI has been integrated with other software modules constructed
within the EnRiMa project or by external vendors. Most notably, the user interface makes use of the
kernel software module as developed within the project, and an open source user interface
framework and associated graph tools developed by external vendors. By the implementation,
Operational Objective O4 (Customisable GUI to the DSS Engine that can be seamlessly integrated
into a user’s existing ICT architecture) is met (note that the ICT integration is done via the engine
developed in WP 4).
The evaluation of the user interface (D6.1) and the test at the laboratory site (D4.8) proved the utility
of the DSS and its GUI. The execution of the evaluation was carried out by letting users perform predefined tasks and then participate in a survey utilising an on-line questionnaire. Based on a
technology acceptance model the following areas were included in the evaluation: information and
functional completeness, ease of use, usefulness and future intention to use the DSS. While the main
subject of the evaluation was the GUI, it was inevitable that the evaluation also touched on issues
related to other parts of the implementation, such as the DSS kernel. The GUI is not a standalone
part, it is thus affected by the underlying data structures and services provided by the rest of the
system. The evaluation was performed twice, as part of both reporting periods 2 and 3. The second
evaluation, done after refinement of the GUI and its documentation, showed improvements in the
overall evaluation scores. The result of the evaluation was that information and functional
completeness of the system were deemed high. Usefulness was ranked high as well, with some users
desiring an increase in performance. Finally the evaluating users indicated that the usefulness, that is,
the perceived utility was high. The performed evaluation complements the engine validation
performed in WP 4. The test at the laboratory site KUBIK (Figure 14) was testing the operational
model’s capability to model the short-term building behaviour. This was done by extensive tests at
the KUBIK laboratory site, as reported on in D4.8. Taken together, the work performed and the final
version of the EnRiMa DSS, Operational Objective O4 is fully met.
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Figure 14. Mitigation of Error in Computed Internal Zonal Temperature for Operational DSS
Module via KUBIK
An analysis of the potential benefits achievable with the EnRiMa DSS operational module was tested
in KUBIK in parallel to the validation of these benefits at real test sites. Potential savings from the
exercise carried out at KUBIK laboratory building were identified:
 during May days in Derio (North of Spain, Atlantic climate);
 when the HVAC system was operating in heating mode;
 the external temperature was 5 ºC to 10 ºC by night and 10 ºC to 15 ºC at midday hours;
 1 ºC decrease of the internal temperature in KUBIK the energy demand decreases around
10%.
This fact means that high potential savings would be obtained using the DSS cost function
minimisation feature.
WP 6: GUI and DSS Validation at Test Facilities (SU, CET, SINTEF, HCE, and TECNALIA)
The major result of WP 6 is the validation of the DSS in a real-life application in an end-user
context. As a part of the work, site-specific requirements were documented (D4.5) and test data
collected (D4.8). The test data was used to configure the DSS parameters to accurately depict the
Pinkafeld and FASAD test sites. Furthermore, the interconnection of the DSS with the BEMS at the
Pinkafeld test site and the KUBIK laboratory site was performed (D4.7). The results from the site
validation were fed back to the development performed in WP 4 (Engine) and WP 5 (GUI), this led
to the final GUI (D6.1) and Engine implementation (D4.7). The work in WP 6, combined with the
implementation done in WPs 4 and 5, led to the completion of Operational Objective O5 (Validation
of the GUI-enabled DSS Engine and interface with each site’s ICT infrastructure). In the following,
the main results from the activities (data collection, site tests) are described.
The data and requirement collection was done for the Pinkafeld and FASAD test sites. Firstly, the
parameters needed by the DSS were verified by the use of assessment forms. By the use of the
assessment forms it was possible to make sure that the parameters covered the input data at the site,
and that the overall result from the DSS was deemed useful at the site. The assessment forms are
described in D4.4 and summarised in D4.8. Further on, the test data were collected for the buildings.
For the operational model this entailed collecting information about the energy systems used in the
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two test buildings, such as the efficiency of the installed boilers (FASAD) and the cooling and
photovoltaic system (Pinkafeld). Moreover, current energy prices were collected and entered in the
system. For the strategic model the data collection entailed performing a correct description of the
installed technologies in the form of system parameters. Furthermore, the strategic model parameters
included detailed profiles describing each building’s use of energy during specific time periods. The
profiles allowed the parameters to reflect differences in energy consumption, for example, for winter
days and summer days, on a 24-hour basis. Examples of the test data collected can be found in D4.8
and in D7.3. An example of how the data was entered via the GUI’s bulk data insertion window is
given in Figure 15. In total the test data, including a large amount of resulting scenario trees, consist
of about 30 million rows of data.

Figure 15. Heat Demand Data Collected for FASAD Test Site
The testing of the DSS at the two test sites was based on the collected data as well as the successful
integration of the building management system at the Pinkafeld test site and the KUBIK laboratory
site. The integration was completed by implementing the software modules needed for the ICT
integration at the test sites (in a collaboration with WPs 4 and 5), and by configuring the system to be
used at the test sites (in collaboration with WP 7). Including the test at the sites this entailed the
following:

Finalised design and implementation of a service for data import/export. The Web service
was integrated as a part of the DSS Engine, as developed in WP 4.

Finalised design of the integration modules needed for interfacing the laboratory site in
collaboration with WP 5, Task 5.4.

Finalised design and implementation of a site-specific integration module needed for
interfacing the Pinkafeld test site’s BEMS (Siemens Desigo). In addition to this an integration
module was developed for the KUBIK laboratory site.

Successfully performed test of the DSS using the gathered site-specific data. This was done in
collaboration with WP 7. Results are reported on in D4.8 (test cases) and D7.3 (test compared
to energy audits).
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The Pinkafeld test site is now fully interconnected with the EnRiMa DSS. This allows the
Pinkafeld site to make use of the results from the operational model optimisations on a daily
basis. As a part of the test the energy saving was calculated for a two- week period (D7.3).
The FASAD test site’s building configuration is validated, allowing operators at FASAD to
make use of the strategic model as a decision support tool.

As described above, the Pinkafeld site was mainly used for operational optimisation, while the
FASAD site was used for the strategic optimisation. Both sites were used for verifying the
operational model formulation, as described in WP 5. For the operational model test, the DSS was
run in a fully automated mode, with the following daily steps (a full technical description is available
in D4.8):
1. The DSS Engine fetches the weather forecast for the building. This runs daily at 09:00 and
21:00.
2. The DSS Engine is started by a batch job on the DSS server. This runs daily at 22:00. The
engine starts and monitors the optimisation. When the optimisation is done, the results are
indoor temperature set-points for the next day.
3. The building management system picks up the data from the DSS Engine. This is done daily
at 23:00.
The system retains the results for each day so that the user can log into the Web-based GUI and
review the results, if desired. Figure 16 shows the list of performed optimisations for the Pinkafeld
site.

Figure 16. Example of Optimisation Results
WP 7: Recovery-of-Investment Analysis (UCL, SU, CET, SINTEF, HCE, and TECNALIA)
The purpose of WP 7 was to quantify the benefits of the DSS modules developed by the project at
real test sites. In contrast to the existing state of the art, the aim was to calibrate the modules as much
as possible to the realities of the sites and to use independent energy audits to determine benefits in
terms of energy savings. “What-if” analyses were also proposed in the DoW to provide insights
about future capacity expansion, especially taking into account proposed policy measures. Thus, the
current and future benefits of the DSS modules would enable an estimation of the market size for
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such a commercial offering upon which subsequent exploitation strategies could be based. This
recovery-of-investment analysis is the scope of Operational Objective O6 and is met at the
conclusion of the project through Deliverables D7.1-D7.4.
First, in Deliverable D7.1, the benefits for the test sites were estimated by calibrating the DSS
operational module to collected data and determining the metrics without the DSS in place. Recall
that in Deliverable D2.2, we had shown via a lower-level operational model that demand for space
heat and HVAC electricity could be reduced by 10% or more without making any investments or
retrofits simply through dynamic adjustments to the temperature set points of the heating equipment.
Building on that work, in Deliverable D7.1, we quantified the extent of the benefits from using our
operational DSS for meeting demand for space heat and HVAC electricity at our two test sites. The
metrics that we used were energy consumption, costs, and CO2 emissions. In order to gain insights
about the robustness of the recovery-of-investment analysis for the DSS, we also specified plausible
future operating scenarios, e.g., new energy regulations or building configurations, under which the
DSS may be run. However, since most of the alternative operating scenarios changed the way that
the building sources its energy for the heating system, we had to expand the lower-level operational
model to include upper-level operational decisions such as energy purchases and generation as well
as energy-balance constraints. Thus, we devised an integrated operational model, i.e., with upperand lower-level operational constraints and decision variables, to provide insights about the viability
of the DSS under various operating scenarios. We found that for most operating scenarios, the DSS
provided considerable advantages at both sites: 10%-30% reductions in the demands for space heat
and HVAC electricity with concomitant decreases in costs and CO2 emissions. Only one scenario at
each site seemed to curb these advantages: scenario 3 at FASAD (related to more stringent energyefficiency regulation), which makes the site more energy efficient relative to the baseline scenario,
and scenario 4 at Pinkafeld (installation of a solar thermal unit), which provided essentially free
energy for heating. Yet, a closer look at the primary energy consumption revealed that the advantage
of the DSS did not worsen in the latter scenario and is affected in the former scenario due to lower
space heat demand to begin with. A paper based on this deliverable is currently in the first round of
review at The Energy Journal.
Next, in Deliverable D7.2, we used the DSS strategic and lower-level operational modules with
calibrated parameters to compare the energy consumption at the test sites with and without the DSS.
Since we had two modules, we sub-contracted two energy auditors to oversee energy consumption:
for the operational DSS, we used Pinkafeld as the audit site because of its highly integrated ICT
system, and we used FASAD for the strategic DSS audit due to the vintage of its equipment.
Following procedures from the independent energy auditor, it was verified that the energy consumed
for the heating system alone may be reduced by 8% at Pinkafeld thanks to the use of the set points
from the operational DSS. In order to ensure robustness, the audit was run over several days to
compare the energy consumed by the heating system with and without the benefit of the operational
DSS module. The changes to the site’s set-point temperatures were altered in the building energy
management system in an automated fashion using the ICT integration of EnRiMa. To normalise for
varying external temperatures, which may bias the results, we devised a regression model with the
approval of the auditor to correct for large external temperature differences between business-asusual and optimisation days. At the Spanish test site, FASAD, the strategic DSS module was audited.
First, the auditor independently assessed the module’s capabilities and logic. Next, a benchmark was
established based on detailed energy measurements taken by the auditor. In this way, the strategic
DSS module was able to replicate the energy balances observed at the site for the current year. After
this calibration, the auditor ran the strategic DSS module for “do nothing” and “invest” cases. From
the former, an estimate of expected costs and primary energy consumption was obtained if FASAD
persisted with its current configuration for the next sixteen years. Meanwhile, the latter case allowed
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for investment in a range of new technologies and demonstrated expected savings in primary energy
consumption of 15%. Further tests by the auditor enabled the assessment of individual technologies.
For example, it was shown that solar thermal alone is the most energy-efficient type of equipment
adoption. Hence, these independent audits revealed that the DSS modules we developed are
economically viable and could be used to launch a new market for ICT-enabled decision support for
energy management at the building level.
Taking a long-term perspective, Deliverable D7.3 customised the stochastic optimisation approach of
Deliverable D4.6 to the data from the test sites in order to provide insights about future capacity
expansion. This work was fully tested as part of the energy audit in Deliverable D7.2 and reveals the
strength of the EnRiMa project in devising two types of DSS modules: one for short-term operational
analysis and another for long-term investment appraisal under uncertainty. An innovative feature of
this model is the capability to handle not only uncertainty in energy prices and technology costs
(thanks to the scenario generation methodology from Deliverable D3.2) but also risk management. In
Figure 17, we illustrate the state-of-the-art coherent risk measure, the conditional value-at-risk
(CVaR), deployed in this model. Intuitively, it is the expected cost in the upper tail of the cost
distribution. In this Deliverable D7.3, we synthesised these modelling developments to obtain
managerial and policy insights about the extent of reductions in energy consumption, costs, CO2
emissions, and risk achievable at two EU test sites (real buildings in Austria and Spain). Relative to
the “do nothing” case of persisting with the current building configuration and installed equipment,
we found that an optimal long-term strategy for the Spanish site, FASAD, is to invest in new CHP,
PV, and solar thermal equipment over the next sixteen years. This will reduce expected costs by 17%
(or, €0.5 million) over this time horizon and deliver 35% reductions in expected primary energy
consumption and CO2 emissions. By reducing exposure to volatile energy prices, the strategy also
gave a nearly 20% reduction in risk. For the Austrian site, Pinkafeld, similar patterns in the metrics
were observed. However, because of the site’s more recent retrofit, its existing energy efficiency was
high, and thus, the extent of savings was slightly lower than for FASAD. Through this framework,
alternative policy settings may also be explored (“what-if” analysis), e.g., more stringent regulation
on energy efficiency. Consequently, tradeoffs among competing objectives and the effectiveness of
proposed regulation were assessed via this model, thereby contributing to the project’s recovery-ofinvestment analysis as part of Operational Objective O6 in the DoW. A preliminary market analysis
using an epidemic model for technology diffusion was also included (Figure 18) and serves as a basis
for the development of an exploitation plan in Deliverable D7.4. For example, it illustrates here the
potential for DSS adoption by total floor space in EU15 countries by the year 2025 assuming that the
DSS can deliver 10% savings on the energy bill. Here, with a support programme in place by the EU,
we project that 20% of EU15 buildings will adopt the DSS by the year 2025, which gives an estimate
to the size of the potential market. Two papers based on this deliverable in the process of submission
to Energy Policy and IEEE Transactions on Power Systems.
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Figure 17. Illustration of Conditional Value-at-Risk

Figure 18. Epidemic Model for DSS Adoption Assuming 10% Savings
Finally, using the encouraging results from the deliverables in WP 7, we prepared Deliverable D7.4
in order to formulate a commercialisation strategy that could be mapped onto concrete business
proposals to take the DSS modules to the market. First, we identified attractive market segments and
potential users. Rather than going directly to end users, such as owners and managers of buildings,
we instead proposed to enter the market by leveraging the synergies that our modules have with
industry leaders. The rationale for this approach is to avoid dealing with a fragmented and
heterogeneous market in which users may lack the sophistication to understand how the DSS
modules may reduce their energy consumption. By contrast, consolidated target users like energy
service companies (ESCOs), energy auditors, engineering consultants, owners of real-estate
portfolios, and policymakers have either the business models or technical expertise (or both) to
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integrate the DSS modules into their operations. For each of these potential customers, we identified
which DSS modules would be attractive, how they would fit into their existing business models, and
the potential barriers to adoption. From this survey, we also highlighted the importance of regulation
in creating a market for compliance with energy-efficiency directives and reporting. Next, we
identified a strategy for commercial exploitation using three mechanisms: stakeholder outreach
events, follow-on projects, and evaluation agreements for DSS prototypes. Each of these mechanisms
served to move the EnRiMa DSS modules further along the technology readiness level (TRL) scale
by expanding awareness, targeting market segments, and refining the DSS modules. Under this
heading, each product offering is also analysed via a matrix of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats (SWOT). In effect, we aimed to match inherent strengths with environmental
opportunities to identify competitive advantages, and convert inherent weaknesses into strengths or
to mitigate environmental threats. After a preliminary market analysis for the entire EU15 region
(from Deliverable D7.3), we developed a commercialisation plan that identifies the specific actions
that need to be taken in terms of outreach events, follow-on projects, and evaluation agreements.
Since many of these activities are well under way, we concluded with a set of business plans for
EnRiMa DSS products that provided full details on potential customers, market sizes, expected
revenues, and financing structures.
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Potential Impact, Main Dissemination Activities, and Exploitation of Results
The EnRiMa project has developed two standalone DSS modules (operational and strategic) plus a
services offering for ICT integration. Because of extensive efforts at system integration and
verification of benefits via energy audits, the DSS modules can be credibly said to be at TRL 7
(Figure 19). Unlike most research projects, EnRiMa has endeavoured to take the S&T foreground to
the market by not only estimating its savings for adopters but also developing a commercialisation
pathway. In fact, many steps towards commercialisation have already been initiated during the
course of the project, e.g., several stakeholder events to increase awareness, bids for two follow-on
projects, and evaluation agreements with over thirty potential users. With additional activity planned
for all three mechanisms, it is anticipated that within the next twelve months, EnRiMa DSS modules
will approach TRL 8. Therefore, the project meets the requirements set for it in the DoW, viz., it
supports Operational Objective O6 in providing a study on the commercial prospects for the DSS
and, hence, is in line with the three main expected impacts of Objective EeB.ICT.2010.10-2a:
1. Contribution to the opening of a market for ICT-based customised solutions integrating numerous
products from different vendors and offering services from design of integrated systems to the
operation and maintenance phases
2. Establishment of a collaboration framework between the ICT and buildings and construction
sectors aimed at exploiting opportunities for the development of ICT-based systems in compliance
with the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
3. Radical reduction of energy consumption and CO2 emissions, in line with the policy framework for
facilitating the transition to an energy-efficient, low-carbon economy through ICT

Figure 19. Technology Readiness Level (NASA, 2004)
Our starting point in ensuring impact has been to identify envisaged uses for the EnRiMa DSS
modules. Such use cases have sought to define the product description by identifying target potential
users and elaborating upon their needs. For example, the aforementioned EU directives impinge upon
national authorities to have tools for assessing various mitigation options. While policy bureaus and
energy ministries have the expertise to conduct such an analysis, their tools may not be tailored to the
building level in which case the benefits of a concept like smart BEMS would be neglected in favour
of blunt policy instruments. For example, the MARKAL (Market Allocation) model is a bottom-up
optimisation-based energy model developed by the International Energy Agency and used by energy
ministries for policy analysis. In spite of its traction in dealing with sectoral trends, it does not have a
precise treatment of building-level operations or risk management. Likewise, building managers need
to comply with regulations for performing adequate cost-benefit analyses and ultimately to reduce
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energy consumption drastically. Unlike larger enterprises, they do not have the know-how to
undertake such an endeavour and would require enhanced decision support. Moreover, the
burgeoning demand for energy audits is also likely to provide opportunities for the EnRiMa DSS
modules to be configured to carry out assessments. Indeed, by doing so, the EnRiMa DSS modules
could meet a need for the auditing industry to have standards that are quantifiable.
Deliverable D7.4 provides details on how each EnRiMa offering may be utilised by each type of
consumer. In particular, we assessed each potential user’s current business model, the value addition
from EnRiMa module deployment, the modality for deployment (for example, as either a stand-alone
tool or an add-on to existing decision support), estimated benefits from adoption (for example, by
mapping the 10% energy savings onto the potential customer’s costs), the mechanism for adoption,
and potential barriers to adoption. In the latter two aspects, we also considered the importance of
current and future EU regulation, e.g., Article 14 of Directive 2012/27/EU, in spurring action to
better energy accountability. Here (Table 1), we considered Akademiska Hus (using the operational
module as an add-on to its Energy Portal to reduce energy consumption), energy auditors (using the
operational and strategic modules for providing services), TECNALIA’s Energy and Environment
Division (using both modules to provide services to the commercial building sector), and HCE (using
the strategic DSS module to advise clients on energy-efficient capacity expansion options).
Table 1. Summary of EnRiMa Product Offerings and Potential Customers with Strength of
Market Size
Product\Customer

ESCO

Owner/Manager
of Real Estate

Energy
Auditor

Engineering
Consultant

Other

Operational DSS
Module

**

***

***

***

*

Strategic DSS
Module

***

**

**

***

***

ICT Integration
Services

*

***

**

*

*

*** - strong, ** - medium * - weak

From these descriptions of the DSS modules’ uses and potential customers along with the
preliminary market survey (Figure 18), we synthesised a strategy for taking the EnRiMa DSS
modules from TRL 7 to TRL 8 or 9 within a specified time frame. The strategy encompasses both
“push” and “pull” mechanisms, e.g., stakeholder events to push EnRiMa into the public sphere,
follow-on projects to tailor the EnRiMa DSS modules into commercially viable components, and
evaluation agreements for the EnRiMa DSS modules to pull them towards deployment beyond the
EnRiMa consortium. For example, Figure 20 classifies energy-efficiency solutions based on both
impact/simplicity of implementation and speed in investment recovery. At one extreme are so-called
negative-cost investments on the demand side like low-energy lighting and sensors, which are easy to
implement and pay back relatively quickly. Yet, at the other extreme are supply technologies like
cogeneration or combined heat and power (CHP) units, which are complicated to integrate at the
building level because they require a sophisticated understanding of thermodynamics. Intriguingly, in
the middle of the scale are BEMS, which provide protocols to manage demand- and supply-side
solutions in the best possible way. In effect, by being agnostic with respect to the attributes of the
technologies, i.e., being based on objectives like cost minimisation or reducing energy consumption,
BEMS has the potential to pull less promising solutions like CHP and photovoltaic (PV) panels into
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a space that makes them more attractive for building managers. A drawback of current BEMS is that
they lack the capability either to have a sophisticated treatment of set-point temperatures or to
manage risk. By contrast, the EnRiMa DSS modules could precisely fill this gap and provide an
additional layer of intelligence to BEMS or an alternative policy analysis tool for energy ministries.

Figure 20. Energy-Efficiency Solutions (Plataforma Tecnológica Española de Eficiencia
Energética, 2012)
Once the mechanisms were matched with the product description and potential customer, a matrix of
strengths, weakness, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) was devised for each mechanism. Attributes
of this strategy were then mapped onto concrete steps that each member of consortium could take,
e.g., to organise outreach events with relevant stakeholders, obtain funding for continuation projects,
and to channel interested parties into evaluating the EnRiMa DSS modules to enable further
refinement and replicability. An example of a SWOT analysis for the operational module is in Table
2. Similar analyses for the strategic module and ICT integration services are in Deliverable D7.4.
Table 2. SWOT Matrix for Operational DSS Module
Internal

External

Helpful

Harmful

Strengths

Weaknesses



Dynamic
temperatures
optimisation



Verified energy savings
via audits



Integration via BEMS
and Solver Manager



Graphical user interface

set-point
via

Opportunities



Requires configuration for
each site



Need detailed knowledge of
site and technologies



Requires access to external
temperature forecasts and
solar insolation data

Threats



Existing BEMS lack
such an add-on



BEMS developers may
create their own add-on



Competing
offerings
lack ICT integration



Customers may perceive the
tool to be too complex



Article 14 of Directive
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2012/27/EU
requires
transparent reporting of
cost-benefit analyses

In order to identify the most promising gateway to attaining a foothold in the market, it seems that
maximising impact by either creating a market or developing a licensing agreement is the appropriate
mechanism. For the former, a standards-based approach is the most effective one because it would
mandate energy auditors or building managers (for example) to use the EnRiMa operational DSS
module for analysis. Consequently, it would be more effective to target national organisations of
auditors/architecture firms or energy-management firms to get standards adopted rather than to go
directly to individual buildings. Similarly, with a licensing agreement, the well-trodden paths taken
by DER-CAM or MARKAL to identify potential users (organisations managing large property
portfolios or energy ministries) by first demonstrating the benefits of the EnRiMa strategic DSS
module and then making prototypes available for evaluation could be followed. Again, the EnRiMa
strategic DSS module would stand out from both DER-CAM and MARKAL by providing direct
management of risk. In order to reach the potential markets for the products, we next outlined the
possible commercialisation mechanisms.
1.
Stakeholder Outreach Events
In order for potential customers to appreciate the potential uses and benefits of EnRiMa products,
they need to recognise their capabilities. Since the identified customers often attend trade shows and
industry conferences, special sessions could be organised at these venues to raise awareness. Thus, in
addition to approaching such potential customers directly, it would also be beneficial to attend trade
fairs and conferences. Furthermore, tailored workshops that display the capabilities of the EnRiMa
DSS modules directly to these potential customers could make a powerful impact in terms of not
only raising awareness but also eliciting feedback.
2.
Follow-On Projects
As with any business venture, there is an element of risk that the correct market niche will not be
identified, thereby delaying or even preventing the product’s commercialisation. Indeed, taking even
well-demonstrated prototypes to the market prior to maturation or identification of proper customer
bases could result in failure. For this reason, it may be prudent to secure funding for further
refinement of the EnRiMa product offering in a well-defined setting, e.g., in the commercial real
estate sector. Sources for funding could include regional and national technology transfer and energy
efficiency funds. Moreover, EU funding, e.g., via forthcoming Horizon 2020 calls, could be
instrumental in honing the capabilities of the EnRiMa products for specific markets.
3.
Evaluation Agreements for DSS Prototypes
In tandem with stakeholder outreach events, the EnRiMa DSS modules could be evaluated in more
detail by potential customers. Towards this end, obtaining evaluation agreements from attendees of
stakeholder outreach events and partners identified through follow-on projects would enable the
EnRiMa products to be tailored better to the needs of the market. Furthermore, some of the potential
customers in the “Other” category of Table 1 may be more approachable if they were offered a
limited-capability EnRiMa prototype to test. Indeed, this has been the approach of DER-CAM,
which has been taken from the laboratory to the precipice of commercialisation thanks to evaluation
agreements and demonstrations with commercial entities and the public sector. However, this
process has taken nearly ten years from the initial design of DER-CAM.
The strategy for commercial exploitation provided a preliminary market assessment and laid out
mechanisms for taking the product offerings to the market. In this section, we indicate how these
mechanisms have been implemented within the course of the project and are already leading to a
desired movement up the TRL scale (Figure 19). Thus, for each mechanism identified, we
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demonstrated how current and planned activities will exploit the potential of the product offerings
while keeping in mind the matching and conversion strategies from the SWOT analysis.
Stakeholder Outreach Events
While it is possible to approach potential adopters directly, this can be a time-consuming and
resource-intensive activity. Instead, it would be advantageous to organise special sessions at trade
fairs and conferences to raise awareness of the EnRiMa project outputs. In parallel with these events,
tailored workshops that display the capabilities of the EnRiMa DSS in order to move EnRiMa
products from TRL 7 to 8 have been organised by CET, HCE, and TECNALIA with participation by
SU, UCL, and URJC.
On 1 October 2013, the III ESCOs Congress (www.congresoeses.com) with over 400 attendants was
held in Bilbao, Spain. Leveraging the footprint of this conference, on 2 October, TECNALIA
organised a dedicated workshop for disseminating results on developments about “Smart
Applications for Energy Management on Buildings.” This workshop was organised in collaboration
with several EU FP7 initiatives: EnRiMa and Wattalyst as well as CONCERTO PIME’s.
The session enabled relevant commercial stakeholders (HCE, Sampol, Visesa, Siemens) described
certain energy efficiency issues and problems, and then TECNALIA and URJC demonstrated various
EnRiMa applications in order to show a way of facing these problems. More than forty participants
were registered from 25 different companies. Relevant stakeholders from the Spanish energy
efficiency sector and, more concretely, energy management in buildings attending were ESCOs
(Giroa, Ferroser, Valoriza Facilities), HVAC manufacturers (Danfoss, Airlan, Johnson Controls),
engineering firms (Ofenval, VASA, Eldu, LM2000, Elecnor, Eldu), and public administration (EVE,
Basque Government). Through this outreach event, the EnRiMa project was able to obtain greater
exposure, which can facilitate its dissemination and prospects for adoption. For example, the inherent
strengths of the operational DSS module (dynamic set-point temperatures) could be matched with the
opportunity in the market for an additional layer of intelligence to BEMS, which may appeal to
manufacturers such as Danfoss and Johnson Controls. Moreover, by exploiting the links made with
the diverse types of attendees, it is possible for TECNALIA to participate in follow-on projects and
to gain evaluators for the DSS. Finally, the interest shown by the attendees confirms to
TECNALIA’s own Technology Service Division that the DSS modules may be commercialised.
The e-nova conference (http://www.fh-burgenland.at/forschung/e-nova-2013/) was held in Pinkafeld,
Austria on 14 and 15 November 2013. Its objective was to focus precisely on the Energy
Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) in order to develop and share knowledge about making
buildings more sustainable. Thus, it attracted participants from more than fifty organisations based
mostly in Central Europe and had sponsorship from national authorities, e.g., Austria’s Federal
Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology.
On the first day of the conference, EnRiMa partners presented in two special sessions. The first one
gave an overview of the EnRiMa concept and the EU policy landscape. The second one focused on
the capabilities of the developed DSS and concluded with a live demo of the GUI. Because of these
activities, the EnRiMa project was able to heighten interest among many stakeholders. For example,
Pinkafeld itself is now committed to including CET in a follow-on project from the EU European
Regional Development Fund, INNOSPIRIT, while representatives from the commercial building
sector are interested in using the strategic DSS to value bidding proposals for new projects.
A workshop on 27 February 2014 was organised by HCE in Oviedo, Spain in conjunction with the
Asturian Foundation for Energy (FAEN), the Asturian Energy Technological Consortium (AINER),
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and the Asturian Regional Government. Speakers from HCE, TECNALIA, Asturian Regional
Government, AINER, FAEN, and the Spanish Technological Platform for Energy Efficiency
provided insights about several projects and initiatives about energy efficiency in buildings. For
HCE, the objectives of this event were to raise awareness in the commercial building sector about the
benefits of the EnRiMa DSS, present the EnRiMa DSS as a potential business opportunity to
engineering firms, system developers, and energy audit companies, get quality feedback from an
audience of professionals from the energy and building industries, and engage public administrations
and industry organisations in the promotion of energy efficiency measures supported by the DSS.
The workshop began with an opening session by Isaac Pola (General Director for Mining and Energy
of the Asturian Government) and Yolanda Fernández (Environment Sustainability Innovation and
Quality Director from HCE). Next, Carlos García Sánchez from the Asturian Energy Foundation
gave an overview of policies for energy efficiency in Europe. These set the context for the EnRiMa
project and the capabilities of its DSS, which were presented by Luis Manuel Santos Moro (HCE)
and Eugenio Perea (TECNALIA). As a consequence, the attendees were able to appreciate the extent
of energy savings provided by the DSS. Santos Moro outlined various business models for the
adoption of the DSS and saw an opportunity in the discussion of the need for improving energy
efficiency in the Spanish hotel industry by Josep Escolano from the Spanish Technological Platform
for Energy Efficiency. Paolo Michele Sonvilla from MCC contributed with a presentation entitled
“Ahorros energéticos obtenidos con el EnRima DSS,” which showcased the developments achieved
by the DSS. The day’s proceedings were concluded by a description of the project Autonomous
Office by José Luis Fernández from AINER (Asturian Energy Technological Consortium).
Overall, the event served its purpose as a catalyst for outreach activity and to foster
commercialisation links. For example, the interest from the Spanish Technological Platform for
Energy Efficiency provides a means for the strategic DSS modules to be marketed as a tool for
sustainability, risk management, and compliance with forthcoming EU directives. Prospects for
follow-on projects involving both HCE and TECNALIA with members of industry are also
promising. Finally, a varied audience of sixty-nine people attended the event, and twenty-six of them
signed a form agreeing to evaluate the DSS modules (breakdown of potential testers in Figure 21).

4%

8%

11%

Architects and Engineers
Engineering Firms

11%

Energy Companies (ESCO)
8%

Citizens
58%

Politicians
Public Administrations

Figure 21. Composition of DSS Evaluators from Oviedo Workshop
In conjunction with Systemvetardagen (http://systemvetardagen.se/) at Kista, Sweden, EnRiMa held
an information session on 12 March 2014 to showcase the capabilities of its decision support system
(DSS). Systemvetardagen is a forum for the ICT sector in Sweden to display its products and to
recruit new employees. In 2014, more than 1500 students and nearly 50 companies attended.
Members from SU and UCL (Janis Stirna, Wayne Westmoreland, Afzal Siddiqui, and Martin
Henkel) first interacted with other participants to raise awareness about the EnRiMa DSS modules.
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Next, they convened a dedicated information session followed by Q&A. In attendance were
representatives of Akademiska Hus and Energimyndigheten (Swedish Energy Agency).
The project coordinator, Afzal Siddiqui, gave an overview of the policy context and described the
scope of the DSS. Martin Henkel, who was responsible for GUI development and integration, gave a
live demo of the DSS GUI. Questions from the participants focused on the model’s treatment of
multiple zones in a building, marketing of the DSS modules to the same user, and the need for
connecting with the site’s BEMS. Possible business models that came out of the discussion were for
Akademiska Hus to use the strategic model for analysing retrofits and energy auditors to deploy both
modules for long- and short-term analyses. Towards this end, both Akademiska Hus and
Energimyndigheten have agreed to serve as evaluators of the EnRiMa DSS modules. This way, they
will be targets for the adoption of both operational and strategic DSS modules.

Follow-On Projects and Commercialisation Pathways
The task of taking even well-demonstrated prototypes to the market prior to maturation or
identification of proper customer bases presents significant risks. Thus, follow-on projects to move
EnRiMa products from TRL 7 to 9 within twelve to twenty-four months would enable some of the
risk to be hedged. Next, we outline concrete steps that partners have taken in this direction.
EU Horizon 2020 (TECNALIA, SU, UCL, HCE, CET)
UCL has been approached by Trinity College Dublin (Ireland) to participate in a Horizon 2020 Call
for Energy-efficient Buildings, viz., H2020-EeB-2014. The objective of this call is “…exploitation
and transfer of projects results are crucial activities during project life-time and beyond in order to
make sure that projects have the expected impacts.” Based on the solid platform that the EnRiMa
DSS has attained at the end of the project, it is suitable to consider it as a candidate technology for
exploitation. Towards that end, this proposed project will “… [speed] up industrial exploitation and
take up of results of EeB PPP projects.” Because of their emphasis on impact, these follow-on
projects will catalyse the commercialisation of EnRiMa concepts and DSS modules by identifying
appropriate users. In particular, EE 2 would be ideally suited to moving EnRiMa along the TRL
scale. Here, HCE and TECNALIA would be the ultimate users and would work with SU, UCL, and
CET to hone the DSS modules for zero-energy buildings.
VINNOVA (SU)
VINNOVA (http://www.vinnova.se/en/) is Sweden’s innovation agency. Its main objective is to
promote the development of solutions to societal challenges. The mechanisms through which
VINNOVA operates are leveraging industry participation, serving as a national contact point for EU
schemes, and putting up its own funding. Since “Transport and Environment” is a strategic area, SU
plans to leverage its expertise in the development of the EnRiMa DSS modules to apply for followon funding to commercialise EnRiMa products for the Swedish market. The following Vinnova calls
are deemed relevant for further development of the EnRiMa results with respect to tailoring the DSS
for specific customer or sectoral usage: Bygginnovationen 2011-2014 – a programme for advanced
solutions in the construction industry; Transport- och miljöinnovationer 2014 – a programme
supporting innovations in the area of transportation and environmental sustainability; and Strategiska
innovationsområden - Agendor 2013-2015 – a programme supporting development national research
and development agendas for a specific area relevant to the private and public sector.
Spanish Technological Platform for Energy Efficiency (TECNALIA and HCE)
The Spanish Technological Platform for Energy Efficiency (http://www.pte-ee.org/) was created in
2008 as a means to foster innovation in Spain focused on energy efficiency. Spanish Technological
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Platforms (STPs) were promoted by the Spanish Government in order to provide it with the insight
of different technological fields both from academia and industrial agents. Since the very beginning,
all STPs have been highly instrumental in helping the government to define its R&D strategies,
priorities, and roadmaps. STPs have also been very active in promoting open innovation and
collaboration across their specific value chains.
Promoting EnRiMa in the Energy Efficiency STP will create opportunities for development and
commercial deployment. As a member of the steering board, HCE will suggest in 2014 to launch a
specific initiative for the STP members (workshop or working group) to tackle the business and
standardisation opportunities of DSS and to offer the outcome of the EnRiMa project as a milestone
in the process to put these technologies into the market. The goal of this initiative should be to
identify and engage potentially active agents for the different business models described in
Deliverable D7.4: ESCOs buy the IPR of EnRiMa and become an EnRiMa developer; BEMS vendor
buys the IPR of EnRiMa and become an EnRiMa developer; and independent EnRiMa developers
that sell EnRiMa products to ESCOs or to BEMS vendors without any exclusivity commitment.
Asociación de Empresas de Eficiencia Energética (TECNALIA)
TECNALIA belongs to the A3e organisation, i.e., Asociación de Empresas de Eficiencia Energética
(www.asociacion3e.org) whose main objective is to group and represent the interests of the
companies working in the area of energy efficiency: engineering firms, ESCOs, manufacturers,
maintainers, and installers. The organisation’s principal objectives are: (i) to represent the interests of
the associated companies, (ii) to contribute to the right structuring of the sector, (iii) to enable
business opportunities, (iv) to promote research and innovation, (v) to help in the internationalisation
process of the associated companies, and (vi) to organise dissemination activities. Thus, A3e
provides an ideal platform from which to channel the benefits of the EnRiMa DSS. In this way, the
interests of the different energy efficiency stakeholders can be raised. Through this channel,
TECNALIA could reach potential EnRiMa DSS evaluators among the potential market segments.
Technology Strategy Board (UCL)
The Technology Strategy Board (TSB) in the UK (https://www.innovateuk.org/) operates in a similar
way to VINNOVA in Sweden by spurring commercialisation of proven research concepts. Together
with consulting engineers from Arup, UCL aims to bid via the TSB for funding to take both the
operational and strategic DSS modules to the market. Since ICT, built environment, and energy are
key areas for the TSB, we believe that our offering fits well within the TSB portfolio.
Similarly, Arup has a need for better decision support to enhance its commercial activities in the
building sector. Indeed, in both the design and technical consulting aspects of its operations, the
EnRiMa DSS modules may be deployed. For example, the strategic module would enhance Arup’s
ability to manage risk and make design decisions that would comply with forthcoming EU directives
for cost-benefit analysis of energy efficiency. Similarly, the operational module would enable Arup
to customise the BEMS of its clients, thereby delivering improvements in energy efficiency and
reducing operating costs. As a first step, Arup has agreed to evaluate the EnRiMa DSS. UCL will
also provide Arup with more details on how the DSS modules work via a presentation scheduled for
April. Next, both parties will identify calls sponsored by the TSB to commercialise the DSS.
Proprietary Research and Consulting (SINTEF)
Developing and testing the multi-horizon scenario tree structure used to represent the complex
uncertainty in the strategic DSS module refined it and made it more robust with possible applicable
for other projects. The activity leads to follow-up work in both research-oriented and industrial
projects where SINTEF directly collaborates with various industrial partners. This comprises solving
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problems for natural gas transport infrastructure planning, train infrastructure investment planning, or
power market modelling. The scenario generation module, extended to accommodate the multihorizon scenario tree structure, is also utilised in this work.
In addition, the work in the project led to the scenario generator’s being expanded to address various
types of uncertainty. This achievement is of high value for the further development and usage of the
scenario generator also for situations requiring decisions under uncertainty that are less complicated
than those dealt with in the EnRiMa project. Examples from SINTEF’s project portfolio where this
may become relevant are various railway/energy operations and planning problems, supply-chain
planning in the bioenergy and the food industries, or regional economic analyses.
EU European Regional Development Fund (CET)
The coordinator of the e-nova congress, Markus Puchegger, is a part of a project team within
Pinkafeld that deals with technology transfer to Hungary and product development. This is part of
the EU-financed project INNOSPIRIT. Furthermore, they are looking for developed systems and
trying through technology transfer to establish those systems in the local market. Through the
support of this project, further EnRiMa commercial activities will be available. The lead partner is
TINA VIENNA, which is a potential big supporter for our further product development and
additional projects (http://www.tinavienna.at/en).
The objective of the INNOSPIRIT project is to improve technology transfer of innovations to cities
and regions in parts of Austria and Hungary. INNOSPIRIT is funded through the EU’s European
Regional Development fund to improve collaboration between regions to enable economic
convergence. Besides the coordinator TINA Vienna Urban Technologies & Strategies GmbH, the
Austrian partners are the University of Applied Science Burgenland and Bad Radkersburg
Beteiligungsgesellschaft m.b.H. On the Hungarian side is Pannon Business Network. Within the
project, at least four good practice examples will be developed that show how to transfer technology
most effectively and how to provide new methodologies and services in cities and regions with
€425k funding for INNOSPIRIT.
Evaluation Agreements for DSS Prototypes
Evaluation agreements are important mechanisms for moving EnRiMa closer to commercialisation,
e.g., going from TRL 7 to 9 within twelve months. Indeed, many commercial users of DSS are
unwilling to commit to even a pilot project without getting a feel for the technology. Towards that
end, SU, UCL, CET, HCE, and TECNALIA have obtained agreements from several potential
adopters as a result of stakeholder events and outreach campaigns. These include TECNALIA’s
Technological Service Division, HCE’s R&D and Innovation Division, twenty-three organisations
from the 27 February 2014 stakeholder event in Oviedo, Spain (see Deliverable D7.4 for complete
list), Pinkafeld, Arup, Akademiska Hus, Energimyndigheten, and Vattenfall.
This commercialisation strategy for EnRiMa’s offerings has already seen many of its components
initiated during the course of the project, e.g., several stakeholder events to increase awareness, bids
for two follow-on projects, and evaluation agreements with over thirty potential users. With
additional activity planned for all three mechanisms, it is anticipated that within the next twelve
months, EnRiMa DSS modules will approach TRL 8. Therefore, these activities meet the
requirements set for it in the DoW, viz., to “…launch an exploitation plan so that potential users may
appreciate the tangible benefits of using the DSS.” This supports Operational Objective O6 in
providing a study on the commercial prospects for the DSS and, hence, is in line with the three main
expected impacts of Objective EeB.ICT.2010.10-2a.
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Building and updates of the project contact list
MCC developed an extensive contact list that included targeted stakeholders for a total of about
3,000 contacts, including local authorities, policymakers, chambers of commerce, public housing,
members of the scientific and research community, NGOs and industry associations, related E2B EU
funded projects, and media coming from more than ten European countries. The whole consortium
collaborated to gather and share contacts in order to keep them constantly updated on project’s
developments and results.
Creation and maintenance of EnRiMa project Website
The project Website was created in December 2010. After being restyled and rearranged with
particular attention to the Publications, Presentations, and Events sections, it has been continuously
updated. The DSS application section gives users the possibility to obtain a demonstration account to
access the DSS prototype. Since its creation, the Website has hosted a total of 8,122 visitors. Among
them, 4,925 were unique visitors, i.e., people who visited the Website at least once between
December 2010 and March 2014. The term “unique visitors” refers to the number of distinct
individuals requesting pages from the Website during a given period, regardless of how often they
visit. These are very encouraging data as they demonstrate that a large proportion of visitors, nearly
40% of them, went back to the Website looking for new information. The composition of this 40% of
users has been tracked, and it goes from 145 visitors who open more than 201 sessions (period of
time limited to 30 minutes when a visitor can visit unlimited number of pages) each to 816 who open
the session twice. Furthermore, there were a total of 23,072 page views. User-friendly boxes
dedicated to social media pages have been provided in order to increase the traffic and to enhance the
involvement of target stakeholders. The Website and social media pages were essential tools to
promote the project outside the consortium and to inform stakeholders about developments.
WP 8 activities increased the project’s visibility and enhanced its presence as follows:
 Creating and maintaining a solid online presence for EnRiMa. The EnRiMa Website has reached
up to 8,122 visits. Along the same lines, more than 11,000 results linked to “EnRiMa project”
appear on Google search, which is a clear sign of its solid online presence.
 Social media have given a boost to the project’s outreach by means of snappy posts and tweets.
Overall, a total of 572 stakeholders have engaged with EnRiMa through Twitter, which has
become the most successful social media in terms of interaction.
 An extensive contact list was set up and included target stakeholders for a total of about 3,000
contacts, including local authorities, policymakers, chambers of commerce, public housing,
members of the scientific and research community, NGOs and industry associations, related E2B
EU funded projects, and media coming from more than ten European countries.
 Direct e-mails to an extensive list of contacts have contributed to strengthening stakeholders’
awareness of the main project’s developments and have fuelled media interest.
 As for face-to-face communications, partners presented the project in 31 international events,
attended by approximately 3,100 people from targeted stakeholder groups.
 MCC drove the organisation of four information sessions to present the DSS tool, which attracted
up to 180 people genuinely interested in the project’s outcome and who gave very important
feedback to possible future commercialisation. On these occasions, the presentations of the
partners were complemented by printed materials, such as leaflets, posters or the recently
developed DSS Quick Start Guide, that were delivered to the public.
 EnRiMa’s developments appeared in several influential publications reaching target stakeholders
at international level: the IAEE Energy Forum Newsletter, “Perspectives in Business Informatics
Research,” E2B PPP Projects Review Publications, HLK magazine, and the DYNA Journal.
The project had coverage at both national and pan-European levels. The total number of scientific
publications is ten, and the total of trade and policy articles is three.
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Public Website and Relevant Contact Details

Name, title, and affiliation of the scientific representative of the project's co-ordinator:
Afzal Siddiqui, Professor, Department of Computer and Systems Sciences, Stockholm University
Tel: +46-8161175
Fax: +46-87039025
E-mail: asiddiq@dsv.su.se
Project Website address:
http://www.enrima-project.eu/
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3.1

Use and dissemination of foreground

The full commercialisation strategy for exploitation of the foreground and dissemination is described
in pages 30-39 with the following tables summarising the activities.
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Section A (public)

TEMPLATE A1: LIST OF SCIENTIFIC (PEER REVIEWED) PUBLICATIONS, STARTING WITH THE MOST IMPORTANT ONES

NO.

1

Energy Efficiency and Risk
Management in Public
Buildings: Strategic Model for
Robust Planning

2

Drivers, trends, and uncertainty
in long-term price projections
for energy management in
public buildings
Optimizing Building Energy
Operations via Dynamic Zonal
Temperature Settings

3

4

Title

Multi-horizon stochastic
programming

Main author

Title of the
periodical
or the
series

Number, date or
frequency

Publisher

Place of
Year of
publication publication

Relevant
pages

Permanent identifiers2
(if available)

Is/Will open
access3
provided to
this
publication?

Cano, Emilio L.,
Javier M.
Moguerza, Tatiana
Ermolieva, and
Yuri Ermoliev
Egging, Ruud

Computational
Management
Science

11(1-2), January
2014

Springer

Germany

2014

pp. 25-44

10.1007/s10287-013-0177-3

No

Energy Policy

62, November
2013

Elsevier

The
Netherlands

2013

pp. 617-624

10.1016/j.enpol.2013.07.022

No

Groissböck,
Markus, Somayeh
Heydari,
Ana Mera, Eugenio
Perea, Afzal
Siddiqui,
and Michael
Stadler
Kaut, Michal, Kjetil
Midthun, Adrian
Werner, Asgeir
Tomasgard, Lars
Hellemo, and

Journal
Energy
Engineering

140(1), March 2014

ASCE

USA

2014

forthcoming

10.1061/(ASCE)EY.19437897.0000143

No

Computational
Management
Science

11(1-2), January
2014

Springer

Germany

2014

pp. 179-193

10.1007/s10287-013-0182-6

No

2

A permanent identifier should be a persistent link to the published version full text if open access or abstract if article is pay per view) or to the final manuscript accepted for publication (link to
article in repository).
3
Open Access is defined as free of charge access for anyone via Internet. Please answer "yes" if the open access to the publication is already established and also if the embargo period for open
access is not yet over but you intend to establish open access afterwards.
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5

Supporting Energy Efficiency
Decisions with IT: Initial
Experiences from the EnRiMa
Project

Marte Fodstad
Henkel, Martin,
Janis Stirna,
Markus
Groissböck, and
Michael Stadler

Perspectives
in Business
Informatics
Research:
Lecture Notes
in Business
Information
Processing

158, 2013

Springer

Germany

2013

10.1007/978-3-642-408236_25

pp. 315-326

No

TEMPLATE A2: LIST OF DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

Countries
addressed
NO.

Type of activities4

Main leader

Title

1

Conference

URJC

IFORS 2014

2

Seminar at HEC
Montréal

UCL

3

Seminar at Arup

UCL

Improving Energy Efficiency via
Smart Building Energy
Management Systems: A
Comparison with Policy Measures
Optimising Distributed Energy
Operations in Buildings

Type of audience5

Size of
audience

Date/Period

Place

13 – 18 July
2014
13 June 2014

Barcelona,
Spain
Montréal,
Canada

Research community

> 1,000

EU

Research community

~25

Canada

15 April 2014

London, UK

Provider of architectural and
engineering services
(potential DSS user)

~25

UK/EU

4

A drop down list allows choosing the dissemination activity: publications, conferences, workshops, web, press releases, flyers, articles published in the popular press, videos, media
briefings, presentations, exhibitions, thesis, interviews, films, TV clips, posters, Other.
5
A drop down list allows choosing the type of public: Scientific Community (higher education, Research), Industry, Civil Society, Policy makers, Medias, Other ('multiple choices' is
possible).
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4

Conference

SU, UCL

5

Conference

EDP

6

Poster

7

DSS Information Session in
conjunction with
Systemvetardagen
DSS Information Session in
collaboration with FAEN

12 March 2014

Stockholm,
Sweden

27 February
2014

Oviedo,
Spain

MCC

Technical poster - DSS

January 2014

Guide

MCC

Quick Start Guide – DSS

January 2014

Brussels,
Belgium
Brussels,
Belgium

8

Scientific
publication

URJC, IIASA

January 2014

Research community

International / EU

9

Scientific
publication

SINTEF

January 2014

Research community
(Electronics, IT & Software
Telecommunications)

International / EU

10

Conference

CET, UCL, SU,
EDP, Tecnalia

Cano, Emilio L., Javier M.
Moguerza, Tatiana Ermolieva,
and Yuri Ermoliev (2013), "Energy
Efficiency and Risk Management
in Public Buildings: Strategic
Model for Robust Planning,"
Computational Management
Science.
Michal Kaut, Kjetil T. Midthun,
Adrian S. Werner,
Asgeir Tomasgard, Lars Hellemo,
and Marte Fodstad (SINTEF)
Multi-horizon stochastic
programming (based on
Deliverable D3.2), Computational
Management Science
DSS Information Session at eNova Congress

11

Scientific
publication

SINTEF

Egging, Ruud (2013), "Drivers,
Trends, and Uncertainty in LongTerm Price Projections for Energy
Management in Public Buildings",
Energy Policy, Volume 62, pp.
617--624.

November
2013

14 November
2013

Pinkefeld,
Austira

Industries, building sector,
public administrations and
municipalities
Local governments,
agencies in charge of
housing and public space,
commercial building sector,
building managers
DSS users

~ 50

EU

~ 100

EU

~5

International / EU

DSS users

~ 800

International / EU

Research community,
potential end users, public
administrations and
municipalities
Research community

~ 50

EU

International / EU
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12

Conference

Tecnalia, URJC,
EDP

DSS Information Session at
ESES Congress

2 October
2013

Bilbao,
Spain

13

Conference

URJC

The R user Conference 2013

Albacete,
Spain

14

Trade and policy
article

URJC

15

Conference

UCL

1 – 3 May
2013

Montreal,
Canada

16

Publication

CET, UCL,
Tecnalia, URJC

17

Conference

URJC, CET

(Eugenio Perea-Olabarria, Ana
Mera-Vazquez, Luis Manuel
Santos-Moro et al. "APLICACIÓN
PARA LA TOMA DE
DECISIONES RELATIVAS AL
USO EFICIENTE DE ENERGÍA
EN EDIFICIOS" DYNA Energía y
Sostenibilidad. ENERO 2013)
International Conference on
Computational Management
Science (CMS2013)
Markus Groissböck, Emilio López,
Eugenio Perea, Afzal Siddiqui,
and Adrian Werner (2013):
"Improving Energy Efficiency and
Risk Management in EU Public
Buildings", IAEE Energy Forum
Newsletter, Second Quarter 2013
YoungOR 18 Conference

10 - 12 July
2013
15 May 2013

18

Conference

UCL

Final EeB Impact Workshop

19

Conference

CET

WSED European Nearly Zero
Energy Buildings Conference

20

Poster

MCC

21

Conference

EDP,
TECNALIA,
URJC, MCC

Technical poster for the WSED
Conference
FAEN event “European projects
on energy efficiency in buildings”

May 2013

9 – 11 April
2013
12 – 13 March
2013
28 Feb – 1
March 2013

University
of Exter, UK
Brussels,
Belgium
Wels,
Austira

Jan/Feb 2013

Brussels,
Belgium
Oviedo,
Spain

25 February
2013

Research community,
industries, public
administrations and
municipalities
Research community,
industry

Theoreticians and
practitioners from academia
and industry
Energy professionals

Operational Research (O.R.)
area, research community
Research community,
industry, policy makers
Research community,
industries, public
administrations,
municipalities, energy
agencies
Stakeholders
Research community,
industries, public
administrations,

~ 50

EU

> 100

EU

17,055
issues

EU

> 50

International
International / EU

EU
> 100

EU

> 500

International

~ 10

International

~ 90

EU
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22

Conference

EDP

23

Scientific
publication

SU, CET

24

Scientific
publication

CET, UCL,
Tecnalia, SU

25

Scientific
publication

URJC, CET

26

Scientific
publication

IIASA, URJC

Funseam International Business
Symposium:
Corporate Social Responsibility In
The Field Of Energy And
Environmental Sustainability
Martin Henkel (SU), Janis Stirna
(SU), Markus Groissböck (CET),
Michael Stadler (CET), (2013),
"Supporting Energy Efficiency
Decisions with IT: Initial
Experiences from the EnRiMa
Project" - Proc. of BIR 2013,
Springer LNBIP, pp. 315--326,
ISBN 978-3-642-40822-9
Groissböck, Markus, Somayeh
Heydari, Ana Mera, Eugenio
Perea, Afzal S. Siddiqui, and
Michael Stadler (2013),
"Optimizing Building Energy
Operations via Dynamic Zonal
Temperature Settings," Journal of
Energy Engineering.
Emilio L. Cano (URJC), Markus
Groissböck (CET), Javier M.
Moguerza (URJC), Michael
Stadler (CET), A Strategic
Optimization Model for Energy
Systems Planning, Energy and
Buildings
Tatiana Ermolieva (IIASA), Yurii
Yermoliev (IIASA), Emilio L. Cano
(URJC), Javier M. Moguerza
(URJC), A Strategic Decision
Support System for Energyefficient Buildings, European
Journal of Operational Research

28 January
2013

2013

Barcelona,
Spain

municipalities, energy
agencies
Research community,
industries, public
administrations,
municipalities, energy
agencies
Research community Finance, Business &
Banking

~ 80

EU

International / EU

2013

Research community

International / EU

2013 Currently in
the first round
of reviews

Research community

International / EU

2013 Currently in
the first round
of reviews

Research community

International / EU
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27

Scientific
publication

UCL, SU, CET

28

Scientific
publication

UCL, SINTEF,
SU

29

Scientific
publication

UCL, SU

30

Conference

CET

31

Conference

32

Paula Rocha (UCL), Afzal
Siddiqui (SU/UCL), Michael
Stadler (CET), Improving Energy
Efficiency via Smart Building
Energy Management Systems: A
Comparison with Policy
Measures (based on Deliverable
D7.1), The Energy Journal
Paula Rocha (UCL), Michal Kaut
(SINTEF), Afzal Siddiqui
(SU/UCL), Managing Risk at the
Building Level: A Stochastic
Programming Approach (based
on Deliverable D7.3), Energy and
Buildings
Lajos Maurovich-Horvat (UCL),
Paula Rocha (UCL), Afzal
Siddiqui (SU/UCL), Medium-Term
Risk Management with Physical
and Financial Hedges, IEEE
Transactions on Power Systems
E-Nova International Congress
2012 for Sustainable Buildings

2013 Submitted

Research community

International / EU

2013 Submitted

Research community

International / EU

2013 Submitted

Research community

International / EU

22 – 23
November
2012

Pinkafeld
Campus,
Austria

URJC

IV Spanish R Users Workshop

Barcelona,
Spain

Conference

Tecnalia

IFMA-Spain

33

Conference

URJC, UCL,
SINTEF

INFORMS Annual Meeting 2012

15 – 16
November
2012
17 – 18
October 2012
14 – 17
October 2012

34

Conference

URJC

eceee Industrial Summer Study

35

Trade and policy

CET

Michael STADLER, Markus
GROISSBÖCK, Afzal SIDDIQUI,

11 - 14
September
2012
September
2012

Madrid,
Spain
Phoenix,
Arizona,
USA
Arnhem,
The
Netherlands

Research community,
potential end users, public
administrations and
municipalities
Research community,
industry

~ 150

EU

~ 80

EU

Research community,
industry
Research community,
industry

> 100

EU

25

International

Research community,
industry

~ 80

EU

Architects, builders,
planners, civil engineers,
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article

36

Article

MCC

37

Conference

UCL

38

Conference

SINTEF

39

Conference

IIASA, MCC

40

Conference

URJC

41

Conference

URJC

42

Conference

CET

Somayeh HEYDARI, Martin
HENKEL, Janis STIRNA, Eugenio
PEREA (2012): “Optimierter
Energiverbrauch in öffentlichen
Gebäuden”, Austrian’s
specialized trade journal for
heating, ventilation, and cooling
(HLK), September 8-9/12 Vol. 43,
http://hlk.co.at (only available in
German).
The press release entitled
“European research project with
innovative energy efficient
solution to be presented at the
eceee 2012” was published in
September 2012 on the online
and printed magazine “Energetica
International
25th EURO Conference on
Operational research
Stochastic Programming for
Implementation and Advanced
Application - Special Workshop
European Union Sustainable
Energy Week 2012

consultants, refrigeration
and air conditioning
ventilation engineers,
building societies, major
construction companies,
building offices, industrial,
retail, utilities, research
centres and universities and
institutions
September
2012

Online/
offline
publication

8– 11 July
2012
3-6 July 2012

Vilnius,
Lithuania
Neringa,
Lithuania

20 June 2012

Brussels,
Belgium

The 8th International R User
Conference
GYA General Assembly 2012

12 – 15 June
2012
23 May 2012

Austrian Federal Ministry for
Transport, Innovation and
Technology Workshop Austrian
“Building of tomorrow“ program

22 May 2012

Nashville,
USA
Pretoria,
South
Africa
Vienna,
Austria

operators and users of
energy installation plants,
manufacturers of equipment
for operations and use in
power facilities, and
administrators and
association members of the
energy sector
Research community,
industry
Research community,
industry

~ 10,000

International

25

EU

> 100

EU

Research community,
industries, public
administrations,
municipalities, energy
agencies
Research community,
industry
Research community,
industry, policy makers

~ 32

EU

~ 90

International

~ 75

International

Research community,
industry, policy makers, local
authorities

~ 50

EU

48
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Conference

UCL, SINTEF,
URJC

44

Conference

URJC

45

Conference

MCC, UJRC

46

Web

47

International Conference on
Computational Management
Science (CMS2012)
Congreso Nacional de Estadística
e Investigación Operativa y
Jornadas de Estadística Pública
2nd Workshop on the Impact of
the Energy-efficient Buildings
PPP

18– 20 April
2012

London, UK

17– 20 April
2012

Madrid,
Spain

14 – 15 March
2012

Brussels,
Belgium

MCC

Social media pages

June 2012

Conference

CET

E-Nova International Congress
Sustainable Buildings 2011

24 – 25
November
2011

Brussels,
Belgium
Pinkafeld
Campus,
Austria

48

Conference

MCC, SINTEF

Session at ICT for Sustainable
Homes 2011

24 - 25
October 2011

Nice,
France

49

Conference

UCL

25 May 2011

London, UK

50

Conference

EDP

24 May 2011

Oviedo,
Spain

51

Conference

SU

ICT Systems and Solutions for
Energy Efficiency in Buildings
ICT4E2B Forum-Application
Scenario Workshop
Avances tecnológicos para la
gestión de la eficiencia energética
- Seminario
4th Future Internet Cluster
Workshop on “ICT and
Sustainability”

16 May 2011

Budapest,
Hungary

52

Leaflet

MCC

EnRiMa project description
and overview

2011

Brussels,
Belgium

53

Publication

UCL

E2B PPP Projects Review

54

Conference

UCL, MCC

Workshop on the Impact of the
Energy-efficient Buildings PPP

2011 – 2012 –
2013
25 – 26
November
2010

55

Website

MCC

Building and Maintainance of

End of 2010

Brussels,
Belgium
Brussels,

Theoreticians and
practitioners from academia
and industry
Research community,
industry, policy makers, local
authorities
Research community,
industry, policy makers, local
authorities

~ 20

EU

~ 25

EU

~ 120

EU

stakeholders

~ 8,000

EU / International

Research community,
potential end users, public
administrations and
municipalities
Research community,
potential end users, public
administrations and
municipalities
Research community,
industry, policy makers, local
authorities

~ 150

EU

~ 80

EU

~ 20

EU

Research community,
industry, policy makers, local
authorities
Research community,
industry, policy makers, local
authorities

~ 50

EU

~ 34

EU

Stakeholders

~ 1,000

EU / International

Research community,
industry, EU policy makers
Research community,
industry, policy makers, local
authorities

EU
~ 63

EU

stakeholders

~ 8,000

EU / International

49

56

Logo

MCC

Website
Project identity

End of 2010

Belgium
Brussels,
Belgium

stakeholders

EU / International
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Section B (Confidential6 or public: confidential information to be marked clearly)
Part B1

TEMPLATE B1: LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, REGISTERED DESIGNS, ETC.
Confidential
Click on
YES/NO
Type of IP
Rights7:

Foreseen
embargo date
dd/mm/yyyy

Application
reference(s)
(e.g. EP123456)

Subject or title of application

Applicant (s) (as on the application)

None to date

6

Note to be confused with the "EU CONFIDENTIAL" classification for some security research projects.

7

A drop down list allows choosing the type of IP rights: Patents, Trademarks, Registered designs, Utility models, Others.
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Part B2
Please complete the table hereafter:
Type of
Exploitable
8
Foreground

Description
of
exploitable
foreground

Confidential
Click on
YES/NO

Foreseen
embargo
date
dd/mm/yyyy

Ex: New
supercond
uctive NbTi alloy

DSS OPERATIONAL
MODULE

DECISION
SUPPORT FOR
OPTIMISING
BUILDING
HEATING AND
COOLING
SYSTEMS’
OPERATIONS

YES

DSS STRATEGIC
MODULE

DECISION
SUPPORT FOR
ADVICE ON
RETROFIT
STRATEGIES
AND RISK
MANAGEMENT
FOR BUILDING
OWNERS

YES

31/03/2015

Exploitable
product(s) or
measure(s)

Timetable,
commercial or
any other use

Patents or
other IPR
exploitation
(licences)

Owner & Other
Beneficiary(s)
involved

MRI equipment

1. Medical
2. Industrial
inspection

2008
2010

A materials
patent is
planned for
2006

Beneficiary X (owner)
Beneficiary Y,
Beneficiary Z, Poss.
licensing to equipment
manuf. ABC

SMART BEMS TO SIT

1.
2.
3.
4.

REAL ESTATE
ESCO
ARCHITECTS
ENGINEEERING
CONSULTANTS

2015

PATENT
APPLICATIONS TO BE
PLANNED AFTER
ACHIEVEMENT OF
TRL (IN 2015)

ENRIMA CONSORTIUM

1.
2.
3.
4.

REAL ESTATE
ESCO
ARCHITECTS
ENGINEEERING
CONSULTANTS

2015

PATENT
APPLICATIONS TO BE
PLANNED AFTER
ACHIEVEMENT OF
TRL (IN 2015)

ENRIMA CONSORTIUM

AS ADDITIONAL
LAYER OF
INTELLIGENCE ON
TOP OF EXISTING
BEMS

31/03/2015

Sector(s) of
9
application

FORESEEN AS
COMPLIANCE TOOL
IN LINE WITH
ARTICLE 14 OF
DIRECTIVE

LICENSING OUT TO TARGET
USERS (SEE PP. 30-39)

LICENSING OUT TO TARGET
USERS (SEE PP. 30-39)

2012/27/EU

The EnRiMa operational DSS module should be offered to potential customers such as owners of real estate (AH, municipalities), energy
auditors, and engineering consultants (TECNALIA’s Technological Services Division) through the mechanisms described in pp. 30-39. Based on
a preliminary market assessment of adoption potential the market for this type of “smart BEMS” add-on is 797 million m2 in the EU15 alone. In
order to anticipate the pathway for commercialisation, we devise a SWOT matrix for the operational DSS module. The inherent strengths of the
product are its ability to provide dynamic set-point temperatures, which enable more efficient operation of existing conventional radiators and
HVAC equipment. This is in contrast to the static set-point temperatures encoded in most existing BEMS. Since most of the research behind the
19

A drop down list allows choosing the type of foreground: General advancement of knowledge, Commercial exploitation of R&D results, Exploitation of R&D results via standards,
exploitation of results through EU policies, exploitation of results through (social) innovation.
9
A drop down list allows choosing the type sector (NACE nomenclature) : http://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/cases/index/nace_all.html
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so-called “smart BEMS” approach has been implemented at two tests with savings verified through energy audits, its effectiveness has been
proven. Moreover, the complex task of integrating such an additional layer of intelligence with the existing ICT infrastructure has been done
along with an easy-to-use GUI. On the negative side, the inherent weaknesses of the operational DSS are that it requires configuration with data
for each site, which may involve staff time or consulting expertise. Furthermore, reliable forecasts are needed to be taken in by the server every
day for the forthcoming day’s operational optimisation. However, this level of detail may be pivoted as an inherent strength because of the
additional benefits that customisation provides.
By looking at external factors, we can first match strengths with opportunities to identify competitive advantages for the operational DSS
module. For example, favourable environmental factors include the dearth of smart BEMS add-ons with full integration with ICT systems.
Moreover, the need for more transparent cost-benefit analyses as part of Article 14 of Directive 2012/27/EU also favour the potential for
marketing the operational DSS module as a compliance tool. Likewise, by examining external threats, we can possibly convert them into
strengths by shrewdly appealing to the proper market segment. For example, we should not sell the operational DSS module as a replacement for
conventional BEMS because this may alienate BEMS developers and potential customers. Instead, we should target owners of large real estate
portfolios or those familiar with BEMS operations and to market the operational DSS module as an add-on to BEMS. This way, we will mitigate
the perception that operational DSS module is competing with BEMS or too complicated to implement.
The commercial prospects for this module are already well underway thanks to the mechanisms described in pp. 30-39. In particular, the
INNOSPIRIT project has been funded by the EU’s European Regional Development Fund to the tune of €425k and involves CET as a partner to
refine the EnRiMa operational DSS module for transfer to the Hungarian building sector. Arup has contacted UCL to develop this module further
for application as part of its package of services to be provided to the UK building sector interested in becoming more energy efficient. Both
Arup’s internal funds and follow-on funding from the UK’s TSB will be leveraged. Other prospects under way are follow-on funding for SU via
VINNOVA and both HCE and TECNALIA in developing the operational module for commercial use.
The EnRiMa strategic DSS module should be offered to ESCOs, engineering consultants, policymakers, and others who are involved with
design or refurbishment of buildings, e.g., architectural and construction firms. Its inherent strengths are its ability to deal with risk management
directly and built-in scenario generation. As with the operational DSS module, the strategic one benefits from the energy audits that have been
done to document the extent of savings. Similarly, data transfer is facilitated by the Solver Manager and GUI. Some inherent weaknesses include
the need for configuration to the site’s technologies and data on parameters for energy prices and technologies in order to develop forecasts.
Often, these are not readily available and may require expert intervention.
The strengths of the strategic DSS module that match well with the opportunities are the treatment of risk management. Indeed, neither DERCAM nor MARKAL (even stochastic versions) has risk control in the objective function, and this serves as a competitive advantage for EnRiMa.
Moreover, a tool for policy analysis like MARKAL does not model energy sectors at the level of buildings, which may result in only crude
insights for policymakers. Thus, the strategic DSS module also has a competitive advantage relative to traditional policy tools. As with the
operational DSS module, stricter regulation could also force ESCOs and engineering consultants to provide more transparency in their energy53

efficiency decision making, which is precisely what the strategic DSS module offers. Finally, the environmental threats to the strategic DSS
module are that potential customers may already have in-house decision-making tools and may not see the benefits of scenario generation. These
may be used to narrow the market for this product to potential customers who understand energy modelling and risk management but do not have
as sophisticated of a treatment as EnRiMa. Hence, the conversion strategy is to target ESCOs (starting with HCE for example), energy ministries,
and architecture/engineering services firms.
The commercial prospects for this module also focus on leveraging follow-on funding and gaining user evaluations. Already, more than thirty
organisations have agreed to serve as evaluators. Of these, Arup, Akademiska Hus, and Energimyndigheten are interested by the risk
management capabilities of the strategic module, which is a complement to their existing business practices. UCL has engaged with Arup on this
front, while SU has led the discussions with the latter two. Furthermore, the INNOSPIRIT project has already been funded and could see further
refinement of the strategic module for building design, especially in Hungary. Finally, HCE, TECNALIA, and SINTEF plan to use the strategic
module’s capability to provide long-term advice in subsequent commercial and research projects.
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3.2

Report on societal implications

Replies to the following questions will assist the Commission to obtain statistics and
indicators on societal and socio-economic issues addressed by projects. The questions are
arranged in a number of key themes. As well as producing certain statistics, the replies will
also help identify those projects that have shown a real engagement with wider societal issues,
and thereby identify interesting approaches to these issues and best practices. The replies for
individual projects will not be made public.

A

General Information (completed automatically when Grant Agreement number is
entered.

Grant Agreement Number:
Title of Project:
Name and Title of Coordinator:

B

260041
Energy Efficiency and Risk Management in Public Buildings
Afzal Siddiqui, Professor, Stockholm University

Ethics

1. Did your project undergo an Ethics Review (and/or Screening)?


If Yes: have you described the progress of compliance with the relevant Ethics
Review/Screening Requirements in the frame of the periodic/final project reports?

0Yes
0NoX

Special Reminder: the progress of compliance with the Ethics Review/Screening Requirements should be
described in the Period/Final Project Reports under the Section 3.2.2 'Work Progress and Achievements'

2.
Please indicate whether your project involved any of the following issues (tick
box) :

YES

RESEARCH ON HUMANS
 Did the project involve children?
 Did the project involve patients?
 Did the project involve persons not able to give consent?
 Did the project involve adult healthy volunteers?
 Did the project involve Human genetic material?
 Did the project involve Human biological samples?
 Did the project involve Human data collection?
RESEARCH ON HUMAN EMBRYO/FOETUS
 Did the project involve Human Embryos?
 Did the project involve Human Foetal Tissue / Cells?
 Did the project involve Human Embryonic Stem Cells (hESCs)?
 Did the project on human Embryonic Stem Cells involve cells in culture?
 Did the project on human Embryonic Stem Cells involve the derivation of cells from Embryos?
PRIVACY
 Did the project involve processing of genetic information or personal data (eg. health, sexual
lifestyle, ethnicity, political opinion, religious or philosophical conviction)?
 Did the project involve tracking the location or observation of people?
RESEARCH ON ANIMALS
 Did the project involve research on animals?
 Were those animals transgenic small laboratory animals?
 Were those animals transgenic farm animals?
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Were those animals cloned farm animals?
Were those animals non-human primates?
RESEARCH INVOLVING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
 Did the project involve the use of local resources (genetic, animal, plant etc)?
 Was the project of benefit to local community (capacity building, access to healthcare, education
etc)?
DUAL USE
 Research having direct military use


0 Yes 0
NoX

Research having the potential for terrorist abuse

C

Workforce Statistics

3.

Workforce statistics for the project: Please indicate in the table below the number of
people who worked on the project (on a headcount basis).

Type of Position

Number of Women

Number of Men

Scientific Coordinator
Work package leaders
Experienced researchers (i.e. PhD holders)
PhD Students
Other

0
1
4
2
3

1
8
13
5
6

4.

How many additional researchers (in companies and universities) were
recruited specifically for this project?

Of which, indicate the number of men:

19 (15
men)
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D Gender Aspects
5.


X

Did you carry out specific Gender Equality Actions under the project?

6.

Yes
No

Which of the following actions did you carry out and how effective were they?
Not at all
effective






7.

Design and implement an equal opportunity policy
Set targets to achieve a gender balance in the workforce
Organise conferences and workshops on gender
Actions to improve work-life balance

Very
effective






Other:

Was there a gender dimension associated with the research content – i.e. wherever people were
the focus of the research as, for example, consumers, users, patients or in trials, was the issue of gender
considered and addressed?
 Yes- please specify


No X

E

Synergies with Science Education

8.

Did your project involve working with students and/or school pupils (e.g. open days,
participation in science festivals and events, prizes/competitions or joint projects)?
 Yes- please specify


9.

No X

Did the project generate any science education material (e.g. kits, websites, explanatory
booklets, DVDs)?
 Yes- please specify


No X

F

Interdisciplinarity

10.

Which disciplines (see list below) are involved in your project?
10
 Main discipline : 2.3
10

Associated discipline10:
 Associated discipline : 5.2

G

Engaging with Civil society and policy makers

11a

Did your project engage with societal actors beyond the research
community? (if 'No', go to Question 14)

X


Yes
No

11b If yes, did you engage with citizens (citizens' panels / juries) or organised civil society
(NGOs, patients' groups etc.)?
 No X
 Yes- in determining what research should be performed
 Yes - in implementing the research
 Yes, in communicating /disseminating / using the results of the project

10

Insert number from list below (Frascati Manual).
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X

Yes

11c In doing so, did your project involve actors whose role is mainly to

No
organise the dialogue with citizens and organised civil society (e.g.
professional mediator; communication company, science museums)?
12. Did you engage with government / public bodies or policy makers (including international
organisations)





No
Yes- in framing the research agenda
Yes - in implementing the research agenda X
Yes, in communicating /disseminating / using the results of the project X

13a Will the project generate outputs (expertise or scientific advice) which could be used by
policy makers?
 Yes – as a primary objective (please indicate areas below- multiple answers possible) X
 Yes – as a secondary objective (please indicate areas below - multiple answer possible) X
 No
13b If Yes, in which fields?
Agriculture
Audiovisual and Media
Budget
Competition
Consumers
Culture
Customs
Development Economic and
Monetary Affairs
Education, Training, Youth
Employment and Social Affairs

Energy X
Enlargement
Enterprise
Environment X
External Relations
External Trade
Fisheries and Maritime Affairs
Food Safety
Foreign and Security Policy
Fraud
Humanitarian aid

Human rights
Information Society X
Institutional affairs
Internal Market
Justice, freedom and security
Public Health
Regional Policy X
Research and Innovation X
Space
Taxation
Transport
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13c If Yes, at which level?
 Local / regional levels X
 National level X
 European level X
 International level X

H

Use and dissemination

14.

How many Articles were published/accepted for publication in
peer-reviewed journals?

To how many of these is open access11 provided?

5
0

How many of these are published in open access journals?

0

How many of these are published in open repositories?

0

To how many of these is open access not provided?

5

Please check all applicable reasons for not providing open access:
 publisher's licensing agreement would not permit publishing in a repository X
 no suitable repository available
 no suitable open access journal available
 no funds available to publish in an open access journal
 lack of time and resources X
 lack of information on open access X
 other12: ……………

15.

How many new patent applications (‘priority filings’) have been made?

0

("Technologically unique": multiple applications for the same invention in different
jurisdictions should be counted as just one application of grant).

16.

17.

Indicate how many of the following Intellectual
Property Rights were applied for (give number in
each box).

Trademark

0

Registered design

0

Other

0

How many spin-off companies were created / are planned as a direct
result of the project?
Indicate the approximate number of additional jobs in these companies:

0
0

18. Please indicate whether your project has a potential impact on employment, in comparison
with the situation before your project:

In small & medium-sized enterprises
 Increase in employment, or

Safeguard
employment,
or
In large companies


None of the above / not relevant to the project
 Decrease in employment,
 Difficult to estimate / not possible to quantify X
Indicate figure:
19. For your project partnership please estimate the employment effect
resulting directly from your participation in Full Time Equivalent (FTE =
12
one person working fulltime for a year) jobs:

11

Open Access is defined as free of charge access for anyone via Internet.

12

For instance: classification for security project.
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Difficult to estimate / not possible to quantify

I

Media and Communication to the general public

20.

As part of the project, were any of the beneficiaries professionals in communication or
media relations?
 Yes X
 No

21.

As part of the project, have any beneficiaries received professional media / communication
training / advice to improve communication with the general public?
 Yes X
 No

22

Which of the following have been used to communicate information about your project to
the general public, or have resulted from your project?

Coverage in specialist press X
 Press Release X

Coverage in general (non-specialist) press X
 Media briefing X

TV
coverage
/
report
Coverage in national press X


Coverage in international press
 Radio coverage / report X

Website for the general public / internet X
 Brochures /posters / flyers X

DVD
/Film
/Multimedia
X
Event targeting general public (festival, conference,

exhibition, science café)

23

In which languages are the information products for the general public produced?



Language of the coordinator
Other language(s) X (Swedish, German,
Spanish, Norwegian)



English X

Question F-10: Classification of Scientific Disciplines according to the Frascati Manual 2002 (Proposed
Standard Practice for Surveys on Research and Experimental Development, OECD 2002):

FIELDS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
1.
1.1

1.2
1.3
1.4

1.5

2
2.1
2.2

NATURAL SCIENCES
Mathematics and computer sciences [mathematics and other allied fields: computer sciences and other
allied subjects (software development only; hardware development should be classified in the
engineering fields)]
Physical sciences (astronomy and space sciences, physics and other allied subjects)
Chemical sciences (chemistry, other allied subjects)
Earth and related environmental sciences (geology, geophysics, mineralogy, physical geography and
other geosciences, meteorology and other atmospheric sciences including climatic research,
oceanography, vulcanology, palaeoecology, other allied sciences)
Biological sciences (biology, botany, bacteriology, microbiology, zoology, entomology, genetics,
biochemistry, biophysics, other allied sciences, excluding clinical and veterinary sciences)
ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
Civil engineering (architecture engineering, building science and engineering, construction engineering,
municipal and structural engineering and other allied subjects)
Electrical engineering, electronics [electrical engineering, electronics, communication engineering and
systems, computer engineering (hardware only) and other allied subjects]
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2.3.

Other engineering sciences (such as chemical, aeronautical and space, mechanical, metallurgical and
materials engineering, and their specialised subdivisions; forest products; applied sciences such as
geodesy, industrial chemistry, etc.; the science and technology of food production; specialised
technologies of interdisciplinary fields, e.g. systems analysis, metallurgy, mining, textile technology
and other applied subjects)

3.
3.1

MEDICAL SCIENCES
Basic medicine (anatomy, cytology, physiology, genetics, pharmacy, pharmacology, toxicology,
immunology and immunohaematology, clinical chemistry, clinical microbiology, pathology)
Clinical medicine (anaesthesiology, paediatrics, obstetrics and gynaecology, internal medicine, surgery,
dentistry, neurology, psychiatry, radiology, therapeutics, otorhinolaryngology, ophthalmology)
Health sciences (public health services, social medicine, hygiene, nursing, epidemiology)

3.2
3.3
4.
4.1
4.2

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and allied sciences (agronomy, animal husbandry, fisheries, forestry,
horticulture, other allied subjects)
Veterinary medicine

5.
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Psychology
Economics
Educational sciences (education and training and other allied subjects)
Other social sciences [anthropology (social and cultural) and ethnology, demography, geography
(human, economic and social), town and country planning, management, law, linguistics, political
sciences, sociology, organisation and methods, miscellaneous social sciences and interdisciplinary ,
methodological and historical S1T activities relating to subjects in this group. Physical anthropology,
physical geography and psychophysiology should normally be classified with the natural sciences].

6.
6.1

HUMANITIES
History (history, prehistory and history, together with auxiliary historical disciplines such as
archaeology, numismatics, palaeography, genealogy, etc.)
Languages and literature (ancient and modern)
Other humanities [philosophy (including the history of science and technology) arts, history of art, art
criticism, painting, sculpture, musicology, dramatic art excluding artistic "research" of any kind,
religion, theology, other fields and subjects pertaining to the humanities, methodological, historical and
other S1T activities relating to the subjects in this group]

6.2
6.3
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4. FINAL REPORT ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION
Since the instructions are to submit this within thirty days after final disbursement from the
EU, we are for now providing estimated figures.

Report on the distribution of the European Union financial contribution
between beneficiaries
Name of beneficiary
1. Stockholm University
2. University College London
3. IIASA
4. Universidad Rey Juan Carlos
5. Center for Energy and
Technologies
6. MCC
7. SINTEF
8. TECNALIA
9. HCE
Total

Final amount of EU
beneficiary in Euros
612,552
251,777
291,305
267,010
Innovative 266,747

contribution

per

114,800
515,036
176,208
93,150
2,588,585
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